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A SMALL POETICS OF INSURRECTION
[FIRST MANIFESTO]

Today’s France gives me a dizziness, 
but one dressed in disgust. 

I can’t stand Paris & its elegant rabble, 
with its perfumed & mean rats. 

[René Char]

1.
in winter of 2018 we get on the train to Paris — what to expect is uncertain — 
but the images of smashed shop windows, fi res in the Banque de France & an 
angry Christophe Dettinger, in short: of Paris on fi re, appear in our dreams, 
night after night

in a world that is falling apart in ever shorter cycles

there is nothing handier than a book or a weapon [the archive is a collection 
of ghosts / illegible resistances]

thinking with your hands is the determination of man

electrifi ed in the midst of an escape from the stunting of inherited instincts

let’s begin with the excesses of our research

they call us creeps & slobs [& you can see the deep contempt on their faces]

but the great philosophers [recently they shouted: sixty-eight, sixty-eight] 
should know better

others say: saint / spearhead of the great heresy / or the nomads of the 
proletariat

how wrong we were to think the monster of capitalism had only one eye & 
that it’d be enough to blind it with one huge torch

defying the millions of gazes of surveillance & repression

we do not move our expressions, instead we point to the redness of the 
setting sun & the gradually dwindling planet Earth
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the aim must be to advance the decisive criticism of current conditions 
without fear of the consequences & the resulting confl icts with those in 
power

2.
a disgusting chant comes from one of the cafés on the Boulevard Saint-
Michel – former paratroopers & soldiers who fraternize loudly with a bunch 
of identitarian fascists

the most depraved pack of white racists & ogres / the new plagues / who 
vomit thick black blood & refl exively take possession of you / pathos & 
amnesia of the most reactionary esprit de corps

everyone knows their strategies, for example in Occupy Oakland or on the 
Maidan in Ukraine / local history from the keyword book of fascism

schoolchildren with clasped hands behind their heads crouching on the 
fl oor, 44mm hard-rubber bullets [fl ashballs & cylindrical projectiles] fi red 
at the heads of the insurgents, irritant gas & high-explosive grenades [GLI 
F4 & DMP] with huge explosions, some of them driven out of the crowd 
& trampled over in dark corners by a horde of CRS who also spend hours 
kneeling on the head of someone lying on the ground

Sarkozy planned to clean the banlieues with high-pressure cleaners, Macron 
is now targeting all of France

their method: they aim at your head / the law [a mythological mirror] / a 
musical accompaniment to implement a political project of power

the opponent has long been a step ahead of us, as a human life doesn’t 
count for much

their crazy laughter when they can cross one off  their lists

Maxime is seriously injured after being shot in the face by a police fl ash ball; 
Ritchie A. loses his left eye by doing the same thing; Cédric P. also laments the 
loss of his left eye; Jerome: loss of left eye; Xavier suff ers multiple fractures of 
the facial bones, including the roof of the mouth & cheekbones; a 21-year-old 
man loses his hand from a grenade fi re; Patrick G.: loss of left eye…
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let’s continue attacking the enemy on his territory, the fog machine of false 
debates, their perfi dious thrashing of phrases / black cloths & organ music / 
the transcription errors of collapsing insignia

to throw the soul out so that it becomes mighty — & injured in battle, you 
hoist it like a banner, a slogan / snatched from the dry throats

the voices of the hundred-&-fi fty million, a lip-signal system / au service de la 
Révolution

there are 19 people facing them, but only 26 eyes looking at them

3.
we spend the fi rst half of the night in a cheap bistro near Gare Montparnasse, 
we sleep with our heads on the tables till they wake us up & throw us out

some quarters are systematically cordoned off  by the police & emergency 
services, & yet we manage to cross almost all of Paris undercover of the 
night, the city is wonderful at night, this cemetery-like silence, shadows 
scurrying past on the walls of houses in the light of an arc lamp

as we walk, we read each other from the “seer letters” / the monsters left 
behind / in the torched air / the Rimbaud of the April 1871 Commune in tow

clueless about what we should know but willing to do the opposite of what 
is expected of us

we are consumed by the fi re at night, the daydreams / excavated bones / 
insidiously conditioned

from our predecessors we’ve inherited failure
 
on the house walls the black wounds of slowly suff ocating fi res, graffi  ti like 
from the best days of the situationists

19 people face you, but only 26 eyes look at you

Siegfried C .: Loss of functionality in his left hand; Maxime Reinyé suff ers 
several deep head wounds; Benedict: serious injuries to ear & nose, in a coma 
for 3 weeks; Maxim I. suff ered a double fracture of the jaw; Christopher: multiple 
fractures of the facial bones; Franck: loss of right eye; Anthony suff ers a serious 
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eye injury; Elie B .: fracture of the chin, injuries to the lip, loss of several teeth; 
David’s jaw was shattered, two surgical facial reconstructions; Zineb Redouane 
is hit in the face by tear gas while she closes the shutters to protect herself from 
the smell of gas & eventually dies of the impacts of her injury…

how wrong we were to think that the monster of capitalism had only one 
eye & that it would be enough to blind it with a huge torch

the madness is not that we rebel [begin cutting everything down] but that 
we didn’t do it sooner

we’ve broken with the usual hierarchy of political forms of action, with those 
who see themselves as the legitimate political actors

to their great regret, we’re not starting from scratch

4.
the beauty of our refractory tongues / torments your satiety / the centuries 
of violence / deceptive allegories of guilt & forgiveness

who mourns when we plunder the Guccis & Versaces of the 16th 
arrondissement

the falling darkness is lit by the fi re of erected barricades & a couple of SUVs 
ablaze

people say: it’s like Christmas — & after all, it is Christmas

one avails oneself it in the nearest Apple Store

moving through the streets, the clouds gray & biting from tear gas, light & 
free as birds

every now & then we hear the detonation of a shock- or noise-grenade 
[some of the warheads contain 25 grams of TNT]

then silence again

suddenly a cop pulls out his gun & points it at the crowd of insurgents, but 
fi nally he takes fl ight, leaves his motorcycle on the asphalt & runs away in a 
colleague’s backseat 
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the echo of a terrible truth: this is us, the cold victims of capitalist massacres

used to die & used to rise again, a thousand times a day & a night, a thousand 
times

were we not mortal we’d be immoral

Christophe suff ers serious injuries to his shin from fl ying splinters; Frédéric 
sustains serious injuries to his right hand; Ayhan loses his right hand to a 
grenade explosion; Christophe L .: broken nose, multiple bruises on the face, 
split forehead seam; Jean-Pierre: hand-fracture; Dorianna sustains a fracture 
of her jaw, the loss of several teeth; Oumar suff ers a serious head injury; Ramy, 
a massive injury to the left eye, possible eye-loss; Guillaume: hand-fracture 
& torn tendon; Jean-Marc suff ers a serious eye injury, possible loss of vision; 
Marien: double fracture of the hand; Martin: massive bruise of the right eye; 
Antonine: severe bruising of the jaw; Constant suff ers a fracture of the nose, 
serious injury to the occiput; Philippe: bruised ribs & internal bleeding…

in our dreams we sweep the bones of the last bourgeois together

5.
we recognise the pathological inability of the lackeys of power / border 
guards & grail keepers / to understand what is going on

& I’m afraid: we have nothing to say to each other

when police forces indiscriminately grab people from the crowd & bludgeon 
them like dogs, slap them preferably in the face, kick them in the head, the 
horrifi ed observer asks what distinguishes this country from the apparent 
dictatorships of this world

that our ideas are trampled underfoot while we’re left with nothing but this 
one life

nobody should indulge in illusions / see Brecht’s V-eff ect / or perhaps the 
idea of  dramaturgy as a philosophy / the methods of processing reality

civil police units that provoke property damage, break shop windows & 
invite the surrounding crowd to imitate them [the imitation of false beards 
in Marx & Lubitsch]
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the hangman is the linking joint of society

states that throw themselves at the sword: we won’t harm a hair on your 
head

barricades built from materials from the surrounding construction sites & 
fi nally set on fi re

when we pass Fouquet’s a few hours later there’s only the burned-down 
black sooty façade

& a menu barely decipherable, doused in extinguishing water: caviar for 360 
euros

in a few years, the fi re-scorched cutlery from Fouquet[s [with a hefty 
surcharge] will be on the table at a 3-star gala dinner

Antoine loses his left eye; Alexandre F. loses his right eye; Thomas: multiple 
facial fractures, injury to the left eye; Hannibal V.: severe swellings in various 
parts of the face & one eye; Nicolas Descottes gets hit by a fl ashball in the 
face in spite of a protective helmet; Eric: ripped lip, smashed jaw & the loss of 
several teeth; Jérôme: severe head injury; Charles: head injury; Fiorina loses 
sight in her left eye; Fabien R. loses his left testicle from a gunshot wound; Lola 
has a triple broken jaw; Aurore: ankle injury; Pablo: badly bleeding head injury; 
Arthur loses his left eye; Kaina: head wound bleeding profusely; Geoff rey: 
massive facial injury, ruptured nose; Yvan: head injuries, narrowly escapes the 
loss of his eye; Adrien: massive skull injuries; Pauline suff ers burns on her face; 
Gilles: facial injuries; Olivier: cracked forehead; Robin: wound on the back of 
the head; Florent Marcie: head injury; Vitalia: fractures of the facial bones; 
David S.: nose fracture, eye injury; Xana: skull injury; Yann: head injury; Lilian: 
broken jaw; Olivier: severe facial injuries, artifi cial coma; Benjamin: loses his 
right eye; Thomas: head injury; Sébastien Maillet loses a hand; William: a shot 
from 10 metres causes severe facial injuries & fractures; Stranger, with severe 
head injury, loses the ability to speak, is put into an artifi cial coma…

the subordination of the needs of the masses to the profi t maximisation of 
the few

but to save the world climate, they tax the poorest: a corpse’s heel pressed 
on the youth’s neck
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in front of the emergency rooms the long lines of the injured / burned eyes 
/ nightmares & bombs / red lines, markings on a map / a whole street full of 
dead / arranged in a row, begging for admission, while in our thoughts the 
bones of the last bourgeois are swept up

6.
ours is a slight protrusion in the white of the eye, ours a peculiar hatred

while over our heads there’re drones & around every corner in confrontation 
with the texture of the “law” there’re hundreds of bodycams recording every 
single one of our dreams / algorithms reproduce our fantasies as a fl at disk

indelible speeches / non-identitarian patterns / illegal & liquid barriers / black 
holes like a Möbius strip running through our brain convolutions

X-rays of bones of adolescents used to determine their age

the mute layers of language

gray zones [transit areas] in which the dead cannot fi nd peace

we look from the fi res of a dead metropolis onto the fi res of a living 
metropolis

Valentin: severe skull injury, needs medical attention already in the street; 
Cédric: complicated fracture of the hand, complete tearing-off  of a tendon; 
a 14-year-old who sustained a massive eye injury; Marlène: severe head 
injury; Anthony, whose head the police beat against a wall several times, is 
handcuff ed, the forces continue to beat him with undiminished brutality; 
Colette: badly bleeding head injury; Cyrille suff ers multiple fractures of the 
jaw from a shot in the face, loses two teeth; Nicolas: eye injury; Gwendal 
loses his eye after being shot [LBD]; Axel: multiple fractures of the skull; Yann: 
severe facial injuries, loss of several teeth; Coralie: fracture of the foot; Jerome 
Rodrigues: serious eye injury; Eric: multiple facial bone fractures; Nicolas: jaw 
injury; Thomas: injury to the left eye, jaw fracture; Mélisande: serious injury to 
the hand; David B. loses an eye; Maria, 19 years old, is hit in the thigh by an 
LBD bullet & then seriously injured by the police, long after she’s been lying on 
the ground, with countless kicks in the head [partly irreversible brain damage]; 
further countless massive injuries to people who do not report their injury or 
who remain anonymous for other reasons…
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nobody’s mistaken anymore about this system & its real nature

they shiver & throw up, lock themselves in toilets

the divisions of Jupiter leave their mark, sprung from the Champs-Élysées 
meridian
Burn the Louvre down! Burn — the — Louvre — down! Burn —— the —— 
Louvre —— down!

translated by David Vichnar
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THE PROCESSES 
A FACTOGRAPHICAL PROEM

“More than 1,000 people have already been arbitrarily sentenced & imprisoned. And 
now this new law, supposedly also called “anti-rioters law,” is meant to prevent us 

from demonstrating. We condemn every violence against demonstrators by the police. 
Nothing will stop us! Demonstrating is a fundamental right. Down with the impunity 

for the law enforcement! Amnesty for all victims of oppression!”
[Call for the fi rst General Assembly of the Gilets Jaunes]

“I will be a worker: it’s this idea that keeps me alive, when my mad fury would have 
me leap into the midst of Paris’s battles – where how many other workers die as I 

write these words to them? To work now? Never, never: I’m on strike.”
[Arthur Rimbaud]

1.
during an election campaign in 1904 in Berlin for the German Reichstag the 
hitherto almost unknown Rosa Luxemburg reprimands Kaiser Wilhelm II 
for having no idea of the horrifi c living conditions of the working class

she’s sentenced to three months imprisonment for “insulting the Majesty” 
of which she has to serve six weeks

at the end of 1905 she travels to Warsaw to support from there the Russian 
revolution

in March next year she’s arrested again & subjected to court martial 
proceedings avoiding the death penalty only by paying a ransom

on 11 July 1873 the poet Paul Verlaine is brought before the examining 
magistrate in Brussels for having fi red two pistol shots at his friend whilst 
inebriated

Rimbaud with merely a slight hand injury informs the attending judicial 
offi  cer that he’ll refrain from all civil & criminal proceedings

London then Brussels: the appalling nights of hygienic dreams idiocy & 
tooth decay [Rimbaud who reproaches Verlaine with gestures of contempt 
for the subjective tenor of his verses but not the endless booze & absinthe 
frenzy & Verlaine who’s just afraid of Rimbaud’s imagination]

in a letter to Rimbaud dated 4-5 July, confi scated upon Verlaine’s arrest, the 
name of Paris Commune leader Eugène Vermersch catches an offi  cial’s eye 
[he is sentenced to death in absentia, the target of their widely scattered 
projectiles]
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in 1961 poet & director Pier Paolo Pasolini is accused while working on the 
script of Mamma Roma of raiding at gunpoint a refuelling station & looting 
2000 liras

a weapon loaded with gold cartridges

the newspapers then publish a photo of Pasolini during fi lming, holding a 
submachine gun & making faces

although Pasolini denounces the indictment as baseless & there are no 
witnesses, he’s found guilty

I’m not joking

the court will accept mitigating circumstances & grant that he’s committed 
the act only to use it as script material in his forthcoming book

 

2.
In 1960 George Jackson is accused of having stolen $71 from a gas station 
in Los Angeles

although there’s evidence of his innocence, his public defender advises him 
to enter a plea deal with the prosecutor on account of two prior convictions 
for trivial off enses

he should plead guilty & in return for a lenient sentence

& he’s eventually sentenced to one-year-to-life detention

Jackson spends 10 years in Soledad Prison [the monstrous progeny of 
carceral capitalism], whereof 7 years in solitary confi nement stuck inside a 
few square meters

a revolutionary has no personal interests no ties no name he moves in zones 
in which the bourgeois order the so-called civilised world with its social 
contract doesn’t count

his hatred of society is the only weapon available that evades the censorship 
of his letters from prison

Jackson’s language traces & magnifi es the cracks in the walls of this hell

police & anti-terrorist units arrive at Tarnac village at 5 a.m. on 11 November 
2008

a hamlet on a plateau in the Département of Corrèze in south-west France
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with dog teams they fi ght from house to house

but the 150 cops fi nd neither weapons nor compelling evidence to justify an 
arrest or an indictment

but a wavering oligarchy of rheumatic cadavers striking out wildly on all 
sides

a gross loss of control & authority that no police shamanism will be able to 
remedy

nine inhabitants of the village, afterwards known as the Tarnac 9, are alleged 
to have formed a criminal group with intent to execute a terrorist attack

one of them Julien Coupat will spend seven months in custody

in consequence of a law designed to anticipate supposed intentions 
[preparatory actions] & not restrict itself to proven facts, & thereby to 
suppress terrorist attacks preventively

in 1959 the Salvadorian poet Roque Dalton [who has called for resistance 
to the exploitative practices of landowners] is arrested for alleged anti-state 
activities & is condemned to death

one day before the execution, the dictatorship is overthrown, & the 
execution order rescinded

in the ensuing political turmoil Dalton manages to escape

he fl ees to Guatemala Mexico then the years in Cuba where he joins the 
revolutionary movement

In Le fond de l’air est rouge Chris Marker recalls the global struggles of 
the political left during the 1960s & 70s the murdered & executed leftist 
revolutionaries & activists like Che Guevara Pierre Overney Jan Palach 
George Jackson Roque Dalton or Ulrike Meinhof their trials & funerals

the human being must still be thought of as an ensemble of social relations 
[Marx in the sixth thesis on Feuerbach]

Dalton returns to El Salvador in 1965

you only make politics in the enemy’s camp

unprotected from those who one attacks in free verse

the poet as a subversive heretic prey prisoner torture victim can become a 
murderer a poet within a groaning hell machine
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the ruling military junta detains him yet again & imposes a second death 
penalty

shortly thereafter, an earthquake destroys the prison walls & once again he 
succeeds in escaping

he returns to Cuba a few months later works as a newspaper correspondent 
& functionary in Prague

sees Lenin haunt Moscow hand in hand with the spectre of communism

a sacred left-wing alliance waiting for better days

& instead prefers to believe in the forces of Trotsky’s “permanent revolution”

 

3.
after her speech at the 1906 party congress of the SPD, at which she called 
for strikes as a political weapon, Rosa Luxemburg is accused of “incitement 
to class hatred”

the preparatory action is not defi ned

she’s sent to gaol for two months

Verlaine hopes for the court’s indulgence in attributing his act to temporary 
insanity & that there was no intention of harming Rimbaud at all

another letter from Rimbaud to his friend on 7 July is sent to the case fi les 
this time the name Andrieu attracts the attention of the authorities [Jules 
Andrieu head of the London communards in exile & in May 1871 delegate 
of the Commune tasked with confi scating president Thier’s possessions 
/ Rimbaud writes in a letter to Andrieu: The goal must be the renewal of 
poetry & the consequent promotion of socio-political actions]

in a medical examination, doctors diagnose traces, some more active, some 
more passive, of pederastic habits on Verlaine’s body

the investigative documents suggest that the motivation for Verlaine’s 
shooting of Rimbaud is to be found exclusively in the immoral 
relations & shameful passions of the two poets for one another

in 1972, the author of “Implacable Art” Anna Mendelssohn is accused of 
being a member of the “Stoke Newington Eight” & blamed for multiple 
bombings

in which one person gets mildly injured
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at the time she’s already been in custody for 5 months

isolation & repression have aggravated her condition so much that time 
& again her six-month protracted defence has to contend with health 
problems

anyone who claims that prison rehabilitates people must be crazy

she is blind & at night runs from wall to wall

sleeps on the bare cell fl oor

in Goya’s palace of fears & demons [disparate anatomies of grinning 
grimaces]

in an impassioned defence she rejects any responsibility for the attacks

but she understands the motivation behind them

in the courtroom, she speaks a language inaccessible to the members of the 
judiciary apparatus

something that outside a narrowly defi ned notion of society defi nes what 
provokes & disturbs those who go to bed with the idea of the existence of 
a force majeure

though her words do leave an impression, this does not dissuade the jury [by 
a 10-2 majority] from fi nding her guilty

from the barbarism of the Middle Ages of the Inquisition & colonialism to 
the world wars & the raison d’état of political totalitarianism: a poet can be 
a political activist

 

4.
On 7 April 1979, the Italian state swoops on the leftist autonomous 
movement, resulting in 6,000 arrests

all in all, they are accused of armed subversion & 19 counts of murder

Nanni Balestrini who in Vogliamo tutto wrote the collective history of the 
working class

can be found on a public wanted list again

revolts rebellions & strikes create more & more of an encirclement till fi nally 
the whole city is contained & the cops outfl anked

that connects more than just a loose band
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a poster with a closed fi st

the constant revolutionising of all social relations [Marx]

& state power watching in surprise how quickly the pathogen called 
AUTONOMIA is spreading

all together we’ve prepared the molotovs all together we’ve torn up the 
university pavements in order to procure stones

the uprising is always a surprise

everyone’s got stones & molotovs in their pockets because we’ve all decided 
to have a violent demonstration & fi ght back

a panorama of wild strikes that paralyse half the city

since all the students & comrades take action without waiting for orders 
without having to be provoked by those isolated groups of provocateurs 
that’re involved in all actions

against a “strategy of tension” emanating from neo-fascist political clans & 
clerical secret-lodge military & industrialists

who set off  a  bomb in Piazza Fontana in Milan that killed 17 people & injured 
over 100 

to conceal the events more than 30 people disappear [unpleasant witnesses 
& in-the-know communists, etc.] who get drowned in bathtubs or fountains 
or caught in strange car accidents found dead behind the scenes shot in the 
street alleged suicides & hunting accident victims

state massacres committed under the code name Gladio

secret paramilitary organizations belonging to the Italian military 
intelligence service & the CIA & NATO emerge

since the well-known anarchist Valpreda could not be held responsible for 
the assassination in the Piazza Fontana

they arrest comrade Giuseppe Pinelli & detain him on Milanese territory

the judiciary becomes the mainstay of the state apparatus for solving its 
political problems

the state gets a kind of black box from which information only emerges 
fi ltered or falsifi ed
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in 1969, George Jackson [whose detention is extended year by year] & two 
other black prisoners are accused of killing a white jailer

not because there is even one single piece of evidence

but because the prison authorities have identifi ed Jackson as a black militant

in 1970, 30 percent of prisoners are black, while blacks represent only 15 
percent of the total American population

the bright light outside his cell allows him to read Marx Gramsci Césaire 
Fanon C.L.R. James all night long

he never sleeps more than three hours

when two prisoners argue with one another, the guards shoot the darker 
one

between 1949 & 1977 [thus still two years after his death] Pasolini is accused 
a total of 33 times [doesn’t Dante’s Inferno contain 33 chants?]

in the early 1960s he was virtually buried under a deluge of lawsuits & 
except for Il Vangelo secondo Matteo every one of his fi lms is followed by an 
announcement

the propaganda machine as a dispositive of social submission

endless trial appointments & house searches in a climate of pseudo-
tolerance

in 1971 for “incitement to military disobedience seditious & anti-national 
propaganda & incitement to crime” for two articles in the journal Lotta 
Continua of which he was chief editor for that year [“Proletarian in uniform” 
in volume No. 5 & in No. 8 “Report on the Fascists from Siena”]

in the Film 12 dicembre for which Lotta Continua requests his help, PPP 
investigates the circumstances of Giuseppe Pinelli’s murder [interrogated at 
a police station in Milan by offi  cials under commissioner Calabresi & killed 
by a fall from a fourth-fl oor window / Calabresi is acquitted of any guilt for 
lack of evidence & after his violent death in 1972 receives the Italian Republic 
order of honour for civilian bravery]

for Pasolini, the hatred of the bourgeoisie stems from their way of life which 
he dissects in his writings & fi lms the typical bourgeois moral attitude the 
breeding of an artifi cially uprooted man

whose needs coincide with the off ers of a department store catalogue a 
matter of fervour
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the smear campaign conducted over several decades in countless court 
appointments culminates in Pasolini having to assert himself against the 
most ridiculous charges with a fi rst-instance court sentencing him several 
times only to have a second-instance court acquit him

it will then become clear that the world has long had the dream of a thing

namely, that the thought not manifesting itself in action is not a thought

 

5.
in September 1913 Rosa Luxemburg warns of the devastating consequences 
of imperialism nationalism & militarism & calls for international solidarity 
among the working class against war

if we are expected to raise the murder weapons against our French or other 
foreign brothers, we explain: We do not do that

in the spring of 1914 she is sentenced to 14 months imprisonment for 
conscientious objection & refusal to follow orders

her defence speech will later be published under the title “Militarism, War & 
Working Class”

she doesn’t have to enter detention immediately

together with Jean Jaurès she appeals to the power & solidarity of the 
proletariat at an international meeting in Brussels

Jaurès is murdered on the way back by French nationalists

shortly thereafter, the First World War breaks out

the circumstances under which in November 1920 the poet César Vallejo 
is thrown without trial into the central prison in Trujillo– otherwise nothing 
more than a dilapidated black dungeon whose horror will accompany him 
for the rest of his life – are still not fully understood

whether he accidentally becomes embroiled in a spontaneous uprising of 
parts of the population of Santiago de Chucos who take to the streets to 
protest against corruption & manipulation resulting from a recent election 
or whether Vallejo is one of the ringleaders of this riot in the clash between 
police & the insurgents in which three people get killed & a department 
store looted & set on fi re

in a series of shots & blows the truth is redefi ned

individually tailored repressions based on loosely assembled algorithms
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reports from witnesses who claim to have seen Vallejo at the head of the 
uprising & mention he’s carrying a revolver & speaks encouragement to the 
others show only how seriously the poet & communist [who will later defend 
the Spanish Republic] takes social revolution the workers fi ght against 
exploitation & oppression

in the Trujillo prison he writes most of his second book of poetry Trilce

while his hands plunge into the corner of his black cell

the secret circuit of justice invisible behind its walls

a fl y falls to the ground still buzzing

he experiences the daily deprivations the scars made by bones sticking out

the laughable weight of a starved body on a bloody ocean

in the many letters he writes to fellow poets & journalists, he asks for their 
support & mentions he’s not expecting a fair trial

the media outcry is huge & after 122 days he’s fi nally released

shortly thereafter, he turns his back on Peru & travels to Europe

 Paul Verlaine is sentenced to two years imprisonment & a fi ne of 200 francs

Rimbaud recovers quickly & within a few weeks at the granary of his 
mother’s estate in Roche he writes Une saison en enfer

in a whirlwind in which he sweeps everything away in a longing for clarity 
he opens for a moment the engine room of the future of poetry his own 
terrible increased nature which his imprisoned friend will only later read in 
Delirium & Alchemy of the Word

the exposed metaphors the absorption of all poisons

 

6.
Anna Mendelssohn receives a 10-year prison sentence of which she must 
ultimately serve 5 

she hears of Ulrike Meinhof’s death in prison

something that does not leave her cold

she wants to stay alive

live in the dark in hell without any contact with the outside
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police raids & razors: there is nothing to talk about with them

the red line [the arbitrary scale of their maps] that they cut into your body

a state claiming the monopoly of force

& an implemented case-law that legitimises it

every attack on the sovereignty of power must be sanctioned

the hiding places of a poetics that must remain untouched

it’s not the bomb-damage that really disturbs the state apparatus

rather, it’s the fact of disclosing the vulnerabilities visible to all within the 
system

a fact that makes them look stupid

a long-time member of the “Revolutionary People’s Army” in 1975 Roque 
Dalton repeatedly comes into confl ict with the dogmas & doctrines of the 
Marxist leadership

where the Communist Party comes more & more to resemble the Catholic 
Church, he becomes the guerrilla fi ghter & heretic

you must be able to write your life so as to make your anger glow

but inhumanity cannot be represented without insight into humanity

yet the moment he’s ready to risk his life for the common cause [the actual 
communist idea]

comrades begin to doubt him more & more [the CIA who’s long had Dalton 
on its various death lists has been spreading the rumour that he’s a US spy & 
fakes the necessary evidence]

as if aware of a hostile look stabbing you in the back & reciprocating 
[Benjamin’s Aura]

he is executed by his own comrades at close range with two pistol shots

after his death, his recently completed novel Pobrecita poeta que era yo 
appears, in which Dalton prophesies the CIA spy allegations & his murder 
in every detail

I only keep a book

what am I dealing with? suicidal thoughts rip out the heart the black fruit

in one of the letters from his 1964 imprisonment, Jackson writes I have all 
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the emotions switched off , I have moved away from myself & learned to see 
other people & the world in the right proportion

I have broadened my horizons so that my thinking is not just my family & their 
surroundings but captures the whole world

an extension of consciousness beyond the spatial restriction of the few 
square meters of a prison cell 

&, in a way, a reversal of Rimbaud’s ideas from his letter of May 1871 about 
the disordering of the senses [it’s about getting to the unknown through the 
lawlessness of experience]

the moment in which so many workers are slaughtered on the barricades / 
in which so many black comrades merely serve as a mass at the disposal of 
the whites

it can only be a matter of exchanging the subjectivist position for the 
objectivism of the poet as the illuminator of the story

I am making tremendous strides in the eff ort to acquire everything I need to 
accomplish my plans

7.
a few days before the appeals procedure fi led against Verlaine the prefect 
of Paris Police writes to Brussels to the magistrate in charge of investigating 
the matter, calling his attention to how during the Paris Commune the two 
poets [their poetic & amorous relationship, of course, a topic of conversation 
in the French capital] had close links with the leaders of the insurrection, in 
particular Vermersch & Andrieu

the judgment will now fi nally come into eff ect

[in 1880, Rimbaud turns his back on Europe &, abandoning the inspiration of 
his poetry, he ends by dissolving / we must be absolutely modern: to maintain 
the head start 

11 years later, he will return on one last occasion, but at the very moment 
of death it dawns on him that he’s lived in a timeframe which he’s unable to 
rediscover here]

the metaphor of discovery the rupture with the old giving rise to the 
Commune’s unprecedented creation of a common counter-language

Balestrini evades a jail sentence by fl eeing on skis across the Alps to France
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& will live exiled in Paris till the Italian state drops its charges against him

at any moment, things come & go past you everywhere & at the same time

it makes no diff erence where you are

revolt is in the air all over the place & it’s long become clear to the kids in the 
street that the politclowns can’t be trusted they’re demonstrating paralysing 
the traffi  c the whole logistics & the government hasn’t the slightest idea 
what they’re dealing with, they simply don’t understand the demonstrators 
& for fear of being swept away by this wave for fear of endangering the 
global cross-border fl ow of capital, they let the triggerhappy cops  aim at the 
marchers’ heads to stop the riots with brute force but no-one lets themselves 
be intimidated anymore or suckered by national debates [except for the 
careerists] nobody thinks of giving up

in the daily Gazettes, Balestrini shudders at the photos of the cages in which 
they’ve penned his comrades like animals during the court hearings

in a political process which attempts to criminalise any occurrence of free 
thought & banish public dissent to the realm of illegality

the poet sets themselves up in dissent

Pasolini is found on 2 November 1975 on the outskirts of Rome on a 
deserted strip near the Ostia Lido within sight of a football fi eld & a fenced-
off  barracks

the thread of a life that no longer interests him in the jacket pocket a sheet 
of graph paper with ten uncertain lines scribbled has been conscious for 
years that he’s got himself caught between the fi ring lines of his enemies

the defi nitive confi rmation of The Science of Light: [1] the fl at dim light 
an opaque limited mass opposing the confession [the revelation?] [2] the 
cutting light as the anticipation of a mystery something artifi cial & [3] 
the dazzling glaring light for the exegete in the form of two red refl ectors 
meaning that it doesn’t go any further here

within a narrow horizon of death, one last time, the burned-out eyes taking 
in numberless ants marching seaward before being bludgeoned & waves 
rolling over him till beyond recognition [the cold fury of fascism’s sons]

before a power he has long since become uncomfortable with

for me as a Marxist, death is a fact I don’t pay much attention to

a synthesis of past life outside of time
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who with his novel Petrolio reveals the extent of a legitimated crime the 
senseless enrichment the most monstrous exploitations by decree or article 

emergency laws & lazy compromises of a corrupt & corrupting class

the Gleichschaltung & total assimilation of broad social strata by a ruling 
bourgeoisie of politico-corporate rhizomatic ramifi cations dividing all 
wealth among themselves off setting any losses incurred by getting the 
precariat to jump into a bottomless hole

kleptocracy’s nightmare, to be prevented from accumulating its riches in 
peace

8.
Until 1928 César Vallejo is regarded by Peruvian authorities as a fugitive

fi nally, without ever having seen his homeland again, destitute he falls ill in 
1938 in exile in Paris, of a painful intestinal condition brought about by his 
daily deprivations

but still shares in the struggles of his comrades in the Spanish Republic 
against the Francoists & the fascist monsters of the Falange

at times like these everyone has to take a stand, he writes in a letter, & rebel 
& fi ght by whatever means no matter how modest

on August 21, 1971, a few days before his trial begins, George Jackson is 
shot dead by guards in San Quentin’s high-security wing

after a visit by his lawyer, he is alleged to have pulled a gun & tried to escape

Jackson was never allowed to leave his cell without handcuff s chained to his 
waist & constantly kept on a leash

a few weeks later he would have testifi ed as the main defence witness in the 
trial of Angela Davis

but in 1970, 30 percent of prisoners are blacks, while blacks make up only 15 
percent of the American population

& with a white jury, verdicts for blacks are predictable

those measurable diff erences which are subsumed indiscriminately under 
the category of “race” & which within an authoritative white society seem 
to be of such grave import
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I hope I’ll never love what’s causing my pain it drives me towards resistance & 
I don’t want to give up this resistance till victory is mine

one of the main motifs of the Moscow trials from 1936 to 1938 was the 
enforcement of verdicts pronounced already by torture & in those death 
sentences one can see Leo Trotsky’s exile from the political stage

to tighten the noose around him & strengthen his enemy’s grip on power by 
his fi nal elimination

overall, countless people fall victim to the conspiracy theories legitimating 
the purges

victims who, in line with Stalin’s logic, are mere steppingstones to Trotsky

dozens of former comrades who the show trials fi nd guilty of plotting to 
spread Trotsky’s counterrevolutionary fairytale around the world

anyone who casts doubt on Stalin’s POV or expresses dissatisfaction with 
the prevailing norm hunger poverty & arbitrariness counts as a Trotskyist

academics & journalists intellectuals who state historical & scientifi c 
facts that contradict the offi  cial statements or even just the most obvious 
falsifi cations fall victim to party-orchestrated terror

the dialectic of forgery [post-facticity]

you are guilty — if not you won’t be able to prove it

9.
on 13 November 2013, a decision is made to initiate criminal proceedings 
against the action artist Pyotr Pavlensky whose political activism & 
aggression towards Homo Sovieticus & the state’s policy of liquidation [the 
extinction of the individual] is deemed exigent to this regime’s denial of its 
own totalitarianism & authoritarianism

Pavlensky is alleged to have disturbed public order by exposing himself & 
performing hate-inspired provocative & insulting acts on the “Day of Police” 
by nailing his testicles to the pavement of Red Square

he appears as if out of nowhere petrifi ed in his political action [fi xation]

in order to bring the system to an impasse to expose the neurotic disorders 
of the political apparatus

he is forced to undergo several psychiatric examinations
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Pavlensky’s anamnesis indicates he suff ers from delusions since he had 
protested at being overpowered by the police while remaining convinced 
of the correctness of his own actions thereby exhibiting a tendency towards 
exaggerated self-esteem demonstrative-theatrical behaviour grotesquely 
uncooperative brooding all in the absence of any clinical disturbance in the 
cognitive faculty

in a society that has delayed its agony for decades

I mindfully take note of the data

on April 12, 2018, the Tarnac 9 are acquitted of the charges of sabotage & 
conspiracy

that they’ve hung meathooks from the overhead lines of the high-speed 
TGV cannot be proven

Julien Coupat, by now a publicly-known fi gure, is also accused of being the 
head of the “Invisible Committee” & co-author of The Coming Insurrection 
which lays out strategies for the overcoming of the psychopathologies of 
capitalism & subverting the system of panoptical control emplaced so deep 
inside each individual that there seems to be no outside

books & writing in general serve as incriminating evidence since they can be 
treated as concrete expression of intent

a political thought in search of new forms of organisation: the reversal of a 
hierarchy of wealth: the emergence of certain situations

throughout France, by the turn of 2018/2019, more than 5000 Gilets Jaunes 
were arrested & remanded in custody & more than 700 charged & brought 
before a magistrate for exercising their civil rights & eventually 225 were 
sentenced to serve time

three months after Rosa Luxemburg was released in 1916, the court 
ordered her “preventive detention” in order to “avert danger to the security 
of the Reich”

after 852 days of military protective custody, she was fi nally released on 8 
November 1918 — between then & the day of her murder [treacherously, 
at he hands of a militia commanded by the chief of the Guards Cavalry Rifl e 
Division, Waldemar Pabst], she still has 68 days left to live

on the 9th of the month, the November Revolution also reaches Berlin

Karl Liebknecht proclaims the Free Socialist Republic
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Luxemburg arrives in Berlin the next day together with Liebknecht now 
working as editor at the Rote Fahne, the newspaper of the Spartakusbundes

she demands the amnesty of all political prisoners & the abolition of the 
death penalty

making a map of the crimes of the government

but surveillance cameras only see what fi ts in the picture

10.
when Bertolt Brecht learns of the execution of Sergei Tretyakov in August 
1939, he raises the following question in a poem, parodying the judgement 
pronounced by the so-called People’s Court: His name is damned. His books 
are destroyed. The conversation about him is suspect & silenced. Suppose he’s 
innocent?

Tretyakov is considered extremely sensitive to torture, & after his ego is 
fastidiously destroyed by the totalitarian system’s repressive apparatus he 
is made to confess to the falsifi ed charge that for 30 years he’d worked on 
behalf of Japanese intelligence

the innocent often have no proof [Brecht]

FSB archives contain documents showing he spent 46 days in prison

46 sheets in fi le # P-4530 detailing the meeting places where he was 
supposed to have handed over documents, issued instructions on how to 
run meetings, distributed secret pass-phrases:

Life is beautiful & the response: That’s the way it should be

but the NKVD provides not one single proof

unsurprisingly, a note records that Tretyakov has great sympathy for a 
certain Leo Trotsky

later comparisons with Japanese documents show the absurdity of these 
accusations

after the XXth Congress Tretyakov is rehabilitated

on 9 November 2015, Pavlensky sets the front door of FSB headquarters 
[Lubyanka] on fi re

anyone in the vicinity of surveillance cameras listening devices & biometric 
passport controls is at risk of arbitrary punishment by the state
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under Stalinism, the Lubyanka is the operational HQ of the NKVD’s regime 
of imprisonment, torture & execution [later of the KGB]

as if petrifi ed, petrol can in hand, Pavlensky is waiting for the arrival of the 
supervisory bodies

for a moment the living freeze at the sight of his act

the art that always seems a few steps ahead of history

& when they arrive, the police overwhelm the human statue

the can drops the remaining liquid spills on the ground & on the artist

enthroned on him pushing his head into the ground with their knees

then a blow by one of Stalin’s henchmen ends Trotsky’s life in his study in 
Coyoaćan [Mexico] in 1940

while the thick blood clogs the one big drain

11.
proliferating from the beginning of 1919, the voice of nationalist & 
reactionary politicians media industrialists & the military calling for the 
liquidation of the Spartacus leaders

Rosa Luxemburg will change apartments more often from now on

but she refuses to leave Berlin

a huge confl agration not far away electric fl ashes swirling embers nothing 
that would leave one cold even the troposphere seems to be disintegrating

the right-wing Freikorps enlisted by the Ebert/Noske government are 
hunting them down

can this keep turning from bad to worse?

she wants to remain able to act

but a constant malaise stomach cramps & raging headaches bordering on 
unconsciousness overpower her

& government troops who mutilate the workers beyond recognition till their 
ideal defi nition of order is restored

insatiable international capital into whose bloody throat are thrown millions 
upon millions of steaming human sacrifi ces
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schoolchildren with hands crossed behind their heads cowering on the 
fl oor 44mm hard rubber bullets [fl ashballs & cylindrical rounds] fi red at the 
heads of the insurgents teargas & explosive grenades [GLI F4 & DMP] with 
massive detonations [the explosive force of 25 grams of TNT can tear off  
entire limbs] individuals separated from the crowd & stomped on in dark 
corners by a horde of CRS who spend hours kneeling on the heads of people 
lying on the ground

yellow vests are appearing everywhere

those equipped with goggles helmets gasmasks in order to protect 
themselves against a government that claims to be implementing a dialogue 
with the citizens while in reality letting their hellhounds off  the leash [over 
100,000 security forces & several armoured vehicles]

on 8 December 2018, riots are staged for a fourth Saturday in a row in Paris

Julien Coupat is rousted by the secret service [DGSI] & taken into custody

security forces fi nd a yellow vest a spray can & a mask in the boot of his car

in the prosecutor’s opinion, circumstances justify initiating an investigation, 
on account of belonging to a group deemed to pose potential danger to 
society

the power to deal with fear because of a book

in October 2017 Pavlensky sets fi re to the entrance of a branch of the 
Banque de France on Place de la Bastille, ten months after leaving Russia & 
applying for asylum in France

the Banque de France has taken the place of the Bastille & thus a new place 
of enslavement bankers have taken the place of monarchs / the revival of 
revolutionary France will ignite the fi re of a new revolution

Pavlensky is arrested [accused of property destruction] & interned at a 
police psychiatric hospital

Paris Athens Kiev Oakland Kronstadt Hamburg

even the vestiges of fundamental rights seem to provoke power

but the larger victories are prepared by the very small ones

Pavlensky spends a year in pre-trial detention at Fleurys-Mérogis before 
being released
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in the meantime, he begins a dry hunger strike [which the doctors terminate 
through violent intravenous force-feeding] because the French state has 
denied him a public trial

on 10 January 2019, as the Yellow Vests protest for the ninth consecutive 
Saturday against disproportionate costs of living & precariousness & 
inequality & for an immediate increase in salaries & pensions & the 
unconditional right to aff ordable housing education & demand health & an 
end to impunity for police violence, Pavlensky is sentenced to two-years 
probation & one year of gaol [in addition to time already served] & required 
to pay damages to the Banque de France amounting to 21,678 euros

Pavlensky’s action-art develops its eff ect over time like a stone throw into a 
lake spreading ripples gradually across the surface of the water

fi nally, on 29 December 2018, the Gilets Jaunes set fi re to the entrance of 
the Banque de France in Rouen

to attack the symbols of power & tyranny

the white jailer in his fortress

their goal must be the practical truth

translated by David Vichnar, Louis Armand & Tim König
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[ACTION #1]
HEINER MÜLLER’S PRODUCTION OF THE DOWNFALL OF THE EGOTIST 
JOHANN FATZER BY BRECHT]

I’m not going to war anymore, I’m going straight home now, I don’t give a 
shit about the order of the world. Swarm strategies [Smart Mobs] below the 
radar. The story of four deserters in 1918 [the torn optic nerve dreaming of 
revolution in its hiding place]. Something accumulating within the walls, 
speaking walls in the “dead wing” / a diff use glow. Projection: Liebknecht 
Luxemburg Meinhof. Now life turns against the old habits. Nobody 
sees now / nobody returns / as if meaning had never been removed / the 
feeling that the skullcap should actually tear. The vicious denial of a virus & 
the inward violence of a collective against dissenters. Now as one is busy 
burying one’s teeth into one’s victims / the wounded in the containers are 
being plucked into tiny pellets / exposed to terror, the poet will also do 
everything in their power to spread terror [Baudelaire’s Experience of shock]. 
It was an emergency [outside of false containment] they’d acid-washed the 
photo that was supposed to show the dead / a manifestation or just a proof / 
& pushed aside by the other thought at the same moment. With a compact 
anger that does not yet completely mutilate itself. It requires those who say 
no. So they write long tracts in Berlin, Paris & Rome. Or starve themselves 
to death while something circles around their skulls [the angel of history / 
long since with an arrest warrant]. Something like the shattering of ideology 
[cyclically snapping metal-mouths & defect-detectors]. As early as 1930 
Benjamin said capitalism would not die of natural causes. Poor is poorer & 
rich is richer now. Fatzer is a humanist in the most miserable part of himself, 
as humanism defi nes itself by what it excludes. As if you couldn’t properly 
respond to the wrong circumstances / the endless discourses of obfuscation. 
The bloody cutlery of Rosa Luxemburg’s murderers [including illuminated 
underwater animation] while Lenin covers his tracks in the sealed wagon. 
How do you bring those back on track who don’t count?

translated by David Vichnar
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[ACTION #2]
PASOLINI L’ENRAGÉ

This fi lm is written on burning paper, Pasolini will say about LA RABBIA / 
the linking of political reason through poetic feeling [which is decidedly 
Marxist]. While his anger is directed against the daily normality of the state 
of emergency [stato d’emergenza], the measured design & distribution of 
the defi ciency [a dystopian acceleration apparatus], amidst newly dressed-
up mummifi cations [details in pink foam formation], he discovers the 
synthesis of politics & poetry, i.e. Marx & Rimbaud in the montage of some 
pictures from the Africa of the »seer« [at times a mental retreat], the political 
cartography of Patrice Lumumba. The division of man into master & servant 
[in Alexandre Kojève’s reading, the servant triumphs over the master, at the 
price of seeing the freedom achieved in this way, the mediocrity of existence, 
reduced to mere happiness of consumption]. As if you didn’t have to choose 
either side. The reason or phantasmagoria of capital is far less inspiring than 
the sound of shattering glass. Racists have always hated open borders, 
the false convenience of the camps on Lesbos [here they start their wars]. 
Skull Voices versus rigid Skull Image. Pasolini dreams in the middle of the 
night [while he descends into hell, hell rises up to us] of a blazing bright sun 
whose fractal eeriness is greater the more intensely its light seems to burn 
/ illuminations in the heat of nuclear explosions [silentio assoluto] dissolve / 
the Monroe sequence [American shot] shows the considerable scepticism 
behind which Marilyn was able to disappear [the deadly diseases] / on a level 
with reality / the black boulevards in Milan, the city divided into nine zones 
[passers-by on their way to quarantine]. They have long known that the 
mutation of their genetic code is unstoppable, a void in their genetic make-
up, the docking of capitalist epidemics. Latent apocalypses, abstractions 
fatal in individual cases [the system-wide relevance of infected cash fl ows] 
/ drones along a hygiene barrier / in a series of the blackened areas in the 
autopsy reports of nameless deaths / a suspicion / a horrifi c contact. We 
never really existed.

translated by David Vichnar
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[ACTION #3]
BRITISCH SOUNDS | AFTER ANNA MENDELSSOHN

by discovering that the history of people as it can be found in the BOOKS 
is not a text after all, which is written on the pages of a BOOK; by discovering 

that the truth of history cannot be read in its manifest discourse, 
because the text of history is not a text in which a voice [the LOGOS] speaks, 

but the inaudible & illegible notation of the eff ects of a structure of structures.
[Louis Althusser | Reading Capital]

This ability to transform through literature
as you enter the room in the middle of a conversation

Zones of persistent instability, liquid loyalty 
shifts

________________________________________
Baudelaire could have met Marx in Paris in 1848
The alternate alphabets of cursed poets

There’s nothing that couldn’t [under certain conditions]
be transformed into its opposite

_______________________________________________________________
The struggle of one image against another image [a kind of class struggle 
in cinema]

After Benjamin, Baudelaire is just as isolated 
in literary life as Blanqui in conspiratorial life

Never say a word about your plans
Stay away from other poets

_______________________________________________________________
Tell us why their fi ngerprints could’ve been found on the pages of the Rolling 
Stone
in which the bomb was wrapped [14 sets of fi ngerprints
of which only 3 can be identifi ed]

Word germs from contaminated blades / glowing defi ance sprayed on
The parasitic genes that fuel surveillance capitalism

[The immune memory]
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________________________________
The linguistic gray area between bars
[HMP Holloway / Parkhurst Road]

A drawn-out phonetic trace at whose end
the dark prophecy is diffi  cult to see

Hypnotic evidence chains [imported records]

Thermal-imaging cameras looking for a virus
End-time drones circling incessantly within the memory madness

The erosion of the law
until the holes appear as the actual picture
_____________________________________
The delicious screams, she hears herself say

_______________________________________________________________
In 1969 Godard will shoot British Sounds [the fi rst fi lm by Groupe Dziga 
Vertov / six sequences of Brechtian didactic pieces]

With her fellow students from Essex University Anna Mendelssohn 
rewrites a Beatles song :: You say Nixon, I say Mao

Before the recoil of history

The Trotskyist red mole
[traverses the underground topography]

_________________________________________
View poetry not only as an unfathomable system 
of hidden commands, intracranial refl exes

Regard this picture, the repressive remainders
[A Homeric mark of power] / manic fi xations of meaning

One reason why we disagree
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____________________________________________________
Attacks on the house of the Minister of Labour, Scotland Yard’s
police computer, on the BBC on the eve of a miss-election,
the institutions of the society of the spectacle

Pixelated crime scene photos to anaesthetise the jury
[Pharmakon Propaganda]

The open [easily accessible] abscess / porosity &
the granularity of viral social structures

The gods of the plague

__________________________________
There’s the source that fl ows backwards
Along our winding mortality

translated by David Vichnar
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[ACTION #4]
MASSLESS COUNTERPOETICS

“I’m in no hurry, I’m not choking, I’m not destroyed, 
I’m not buried, I’m not surrounded, I’m not destroyed, 

I’m breathing.” [Christophe Tarkos]

May-June 1886. La Vogue magazine publishes Rimbaud’s Les Illuminations. 
The poem “Démocratie” [written after the suppression of the Paris 
Commune] details the stifl ing colonialism, the unreasonable demands of 
capitalist conditions [the ice-cold laws of traders], & the slaughter of the 
revolts that logically follow.
June 1872. In The Communist Manifesto, Marx & Engels report on how the 
Pope, the French right [including the neoliberals] & the German police are all 
busy hunting down the “spectre of communism.”
April 1933. Antonin Artaud gives the lecture Le théâtre et la peste at the 
Sorbonne, in which he explains his thesis that the plague & persistent 
uprisings lead society toward a cathartic point, at whose culmination 
energies & violence are set free, bringing about revolutionary changes. 
Absolute freedom in revolt.
July 1970. Carla Lonzi & Carla Accardi found Rivolta femministe collective.
November 29, 1991. Poet Miyó Vestrini commits suicide after taking an 
overdose of Rivotril. There’s always a good reason. Telling the world around 
you to go fuck itself. Focal points of invisible symmetry.
April 1993. In a lecture at the University of California, Riverside, Jacques 
Derrida analyses the modes of appearance of spectres, especially those 
of Marx & Engels [the spectre of communism, which neoliberalism has 
declared dead for ages], & postulates a point of departure from Hamlet’s 
existential juxtaposition of being & non-being, & its Marxist implications.
2008. M. NourbeSe Philip tells/doesn’t tell the story of the massacre on the 
Zong, a British slave-ship. Due to navigation errors, the Zong needed twice 
as long to return from the West coast of Africa in 1781 as planned, which 
resulted in the captain trying to compensate for the resulting food & water 
shortages by throwing 150 slaves overboard, thereby hoping to make a legal 
insurance claim re his loss [of the goods!].
May 25, 2020. George Floyd, 46, is murdered by police in Minneapolis.

1| Everything forced into invisibility must become visible.

2| The glass moments of poetry & its poetics, which are locked in specially 
designed rooms. While art continues in its complicity with the contemporary 
fi lth.
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3| Verses initiated through the transmission of a plague or with the 
detonation of a grenade [Antonin Artaud’s Théâtre de la cruauté & Miyó 
Vestrini’s Grenade in Mouth]. Since poetry tries to escape defi nitions & 
fi xations.

4| The suicidal impulses of Miyó Vestrini. It takes time & patience to die. 
Death as a resource in their poetics. The inner gravity of intersecting 
contaminations heading towards an incalculable truth. The watery graves, 
liquid systems – after all, one keeps oneself alive one way or another. In the 
cellar, a group of frozen precursors [César Vallejo viewed from a diff erent 
perspective].

5| A poetics of vulnerability. To have survived oneself in an inconsistent form, the 
structure of a vanishing apparition [de l’apparition disparaissante]. Psychoses, 
depression, neuroses, schizophrenia: the pain caused by an ugly world. The 
rancid smell of false confi dence. The rat lurking at the foot of the bed.

6| To write as the dead person society has made of you. Buried alive, 
gesturing wildly out of a pile of dirt, sending out a few signs. The emergence 
of latent layers of language.

7| As if one were pulling through the pulsating surface of an organ with one 
of the pieces of glass fl ying by. Diagrams of the same refl exes. Until external 
forces act on the central embers of the poem.

8| Plagiarism is the fi rst step towards sabotage [like the wooden shoe or 
wrench inside / the gears of power]. Creativity understood as a myth of 
sacred shamanism. Poetry, the medium of ostracised political radicalism.

9| That the writing of a work presupposes the rejection of this world, the 
refusal of secret agreements.

10| The contradictions in the organization of language. The author, a 
fragmented subjectivity, a shadow of an absent fi gure, a body in advance. A 
protester trying to evade the policeman’s baton, to escape the unconditional 
surrender to idiocy & violence.

11| The condensation & shifting of the poetic in the face of crises, the 
contrapuntal repetitions of a complex web of memories. Social integration 
as a built-in trap or optics dismembered by a swarm of crows, a fragmented 
view [work in progress], the mendacious arithmetic of “white supremacists.”
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12| Where there is no position to take a picture, but rather a continuously 
changeable psychogramme of inner unrest. The abolition of a principle of 
minimum coherence.

13| Red squares of randomly defi ned crime zones. Predictive algorithms that 
only reveal the pathogenic character of capitalism. Circulating inventories 
of semiotic facials.

14| When it dawns on you that the destructive mechanisms of systemic 
racism need 8:46 minutes to underline their goals, the will to enforce, 
namely the fi nal confi scation of property & life. To erase diff erent spectra of 
individuality within a framework of visualization [it’s hard to describe how 
one feels about it]. This persistent blurring of the discourse.
 
15| Should one know the lie before the truth?

16| Hear & understand the moods & their sources. The experience of 
revulsion wrapped in neglect, hurled at micro-intervals. The image trapped 
in a ball one rolls in front of oneself.

17| The crisscrossed spaces of terror that M. NourbeSe Philip maps in her 
fl owing texts. A chorus of gradually blackening absences, ghostly erasures 
of meaning. The vocalising phantom tongue.

18| A poetic practice that undermines the obvious & allows a second look 
that is composed of countless fragments of reality & perspectives of 
complex possibilities.

19| This story that must be told; that can only be told by not telling. M. 
NourbeSe Philip [Zong!]

20| Traces, footnotes drawn on the water surface. Within a closed cycle of 
mythological hierarchies. A calculated massacre masquerading as insurance 
fraud.

21| Perhaps, the fragment allows for the imagination to complete its missing 
aspects — we can talk, therefore, of the poetics of fragmentation. M. NourbeSe 
Philip [Zong!]

22| The inner topographies, illusions & false coordinates. The whispering of 
fake algorithms.
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23| Everything you can lose gets recorded on the credit side of this or that 
billionaire.

24| Hell [where it moves towards humans, expressed as endless repetition] 
as the subjective status of events, sirens & syllables, vowels on display
a]] the tangle of black gestures broken down into its smallest parts / a 
declination
e]] that storm the Police Station of the Third District & set it on fi re
i]] light magicians who try to infl uence the development of events, more 
than a decorative alibi, more than an antidote to racial profi ling
o]] as if one wanted to scrape off  the remaining remnants of light from our 
retina
u]] a face hung on a nail / the decreasing, dried-up force of gravity

25| The story that simultaneously cannot be told, must be told, & will never be 
told. M. NourbeSe Philip [Zong!]

26| Word storages that try to establish a balance of partial fragments of 
knowledge, fragments of sounds, word clusters, lists of suff ering [cadastre] 
spoken into water.

27| The immediate emergence of things believed to have been completely 
forgotten. Imploding traces of fl eeting clusters in seemingly endless 
combinations. Requests you cannot ignore.

28| Those who proclaim the best & fear the worst, the revenants & zombies. 
The phantom that is there without being here & a Marxist code [Spectres 
of Marx] that interrogates the environments of infectious toxicity, the 
carelessly-dug graves.

29| The coded nightmares you recall. Completely unknown forces of 
attraction among socio-political gravitational systems we thought we 
already knew. “Acid Communism” as a kind of counter-exorcism of the spectre 
of a world that could be free [a post-pandemic, post-capitalist society].
 
30| While the Soviet Union already had its problems with the writings of the 
young Karl Marx [especially the economic-philosophical manuscripts from 
1844, which could only be published as a result of the 20th Congress of the 
CPSU in 1957], Putin’s autocratic regime is the property of Marx’s Capital 
under suspicion of terrorism [seven young men in Penza & their confessions 
obtained under torture].
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31| To reinvent oneself on the basis of the rejection of the previous, to 
dissolve the actual, predominant structures & modes. In Autoritratto, Carla 
Lonzi conducted conversations between 1962-69 with 14 artists, recorded 
on tape, transcribed & then put together to form a text based on the 
principle of montage, fragmented & non-hierarchical, wildly composed.

32| All that is, is the opposite of what I am.

33| To see how your own experience is refl ected in that of others. The 
practice of autocoscienza [after Carla Lonzi]. Practices of self-awareness 
that only work in a community. The immanence of collective intelligences.

34| “The personal is political.” 
A poetics that breaks or undermines various language prohibitions [the 
disciplining of stubborn poetics] & leads to the manifestos of the Rivolta 
Femminile [S putiamo su Hegel]. After all, Marxism designed its revolutionary 
theory on the basis of a patriarchal culture.

35| Such fragments of the struggle as Benjamin describes in the opening 
chapter of the Einbahnstraße that arise from the alternation between 
writing & action. A practical theory of poetic survival. Since poetry multiplies 
possibilities. The mental exertion of tastefully burning dreams.

36| Do words bring you closer to the truth? What can the truth tell?
The moment in which a worn-out language loses its symbolic power [has 
nothing more to say] & drives language into poetry.

37| “La vérité c’est la vérité du texte.” [Christophe Tarkos]

38| In an attempt to gather one’s strength again. The irreducible fi elds of 
struggle. The chatter about the misplacement of the means of expression. 
The language of the dead can be imitated by any dog.

39| Vai pure is a four-day dialogue with the artist & long-term partner Pietro 
Consagra. At its end Carla Lonzi records the imbalance of their daily get-
together.
She asks him: Do you understand me? Consagra replies: Defi nitely. She 
says: Then you can go now.

40| A pile of words poured-over with gasoline & set on fi re.

translated by David Vichnar
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ACTION #5 
[THE POET AS PRODUCER] 
& 

ACTION #6 
[THE BUSINESS OF MR JULIUS CAESAR AFTER BRECHT OR THE 
MIGRANTS OF REGGIO CALABRIA]

“Poetry has to be made by everyone, not just one.” [Lautréamont]

The “interruption” is a process of shaping, i.e. the political function of 
separating causalities [certainties of everyday life / political life] from 
one another. Like Brecht’s theory of the alienation eff ect, which is used 
in epic theatre [non-Aristotelian, because empathy is a suggestion]. How 
assembly in the Arcades Project is not only used as a turning point, but also 
as a construction principle. In 1934 Benjamin wrote the essay “The Author 
as Producer” for the anti-fascist writers’ conference at the “Institut pour 
l’étude du fascisme” [the text does not reach an audience until 1966]. While 
from his apartment he followed the riots on the Place de la Concorde of 
such fascist groups as the Action Française & the Jeunesse Patriotes [choc 
du 6 fevrier sur l’intelligentsia]. Mobile zones in which reality is invented. 
A certain distortion of the sound properties of the word / caustic refl exes. 
Paramilitary provocations giving rise to a Franco-German alliance of left-
wing writers in exile. The “remelting processes” of poetic energies. Not the 
passively refl ective poet, but the [militant] poet who actively intervenes in 
discussions & day-to-day political aff airs, as well as the worker. “However 
revolutionary this political tendency may appear, it actually functions in a 
counterrevolutionary manner as long as the writer experiences his solidarity 
with the proletariat ideologically & not as a producer.” In his “current psalms” 
such as the Chant de guerre Parisien, Rimbaud classifi es the poets among 
the new workers [in the loopholes of the Communards / the discovered 
mirroring-function of a removed heart-splinter / the combination of logic 
& absurdity]. Feedback loops on the terrain of unspoken contradictions, 
the discovery of an enzyme that denounces the semantics of hostile 
language, contagion through rhymes. Namely the poetic function [the self’s 
immunisation / the determination of an infrared infi nity] in the dialectic of 
poetry & Marxism. Benjamin has the operative poet in view [the role-model, 
Sergei Tretyakov], “who doesn’t report but fi ghts.” In the summer of 34 
Benjamin follows Brecht [who’s in hospital because of painful kidney stones] 
into exile in Danish Svendborg. During his convalescence, Brecht reads 
Benjamin’s essay. They agree that the spirit that makes itself heard in the 
name of fascism must go. So we speak of the poet’s autonomy as a counter-
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informant on the move in Marxist laboratories. Experimental arrangements 
/ necessary chocks & collisions. The dream of the poem in which it cancels 
itself out / the transfers of collective consciousness of multiple expressions. 
Behind Baudelaire’s mask of the petty bourgeois, Benjamin discovers the 
secret agent “of his class’ dissatisfaction with his own rule.” He tries to 
establish the revolutionary gesture in Baudelaire’s poetry by juxtaposing it 
with the political concepts of Blanqui’s. An uprising that masquerades as a 
discourse [the sequence of narrative emotions, a border crossing, a single 
elliptical jump / as if one could no longer fi nd their way out of a curve]. 
The idea of   the utopian thought in “a thousand confi gurations.” A simple 
change of tracks. While at the moment the oppressive trials in Minsk, 
Moscow & Khabarovsk are being followed with horror. The X-ray images 
of a city / sonographic movement profi les & their coordinates. Subjected 
to the arbitrariness of the torturer, whose love of the law is limitless. While 
elsewhere the fascists in the street [“the right-wing mob”] are making 
their common cause with the fascists in parliaments. You will briefl y raise 
your hand when they cut your throat. Real constellations of supernatural 
harmonies. Snapshots & synapses before entering a language & its syntax. 
The revenants & those who are required for a fraction of a moment to justify 
& show their status & lD cards. The diff erent levels of analysis, a kind of 
horror register, partial meanings that unmask themselves when brought 
together. The negotiated discourse route. To stumble & stumble on along 
the way [what else would be possible?]. Beyond the capitalist polis / within 
an epileptic space-time continuum. Every shop window a targeted attack. 
Consider looting [Riot Prime] as an alternative, logical division of property 
& goods. The emergence of hatred, a neural circuit / but where is the love 
of heresy? Cliques form [the surplus proletariat & a few shy poets], but 
who or what they represent remains unclear. Zoom passes as a substitute 
act like perspectival insights / another false immediacy in accordance with 
its necessity. A corpse stretched on a tilting board / a kind of catapult. The 
revolutionary use value of an image or its text [as in Godard]. How the fl ash 
of turmoil hurls shreds in your face [for swarms of bones & red foaming] / & 
you hurl them back.

* * *
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“Real poetry can in truth never be used by the opponent 
[the opponent himself fears it, it is against his nature], 

& if he tries to use it, it ultimately brings him annoyance: 
poetry turns against him & shatters him because real art 

is always revolutionary under all conditions.” 
[José Revueltas]

[In Rome with B.]
An object thrown through the closed window. The city is to be set on fi re 
at 12 diff erent points. The curfew applies from sunrise. At night the border 
fences / the geometric shifts fl icker. Virus regime & negations [the negation 
of negations]. Transmission noises of false borders, while the fences of 
the rich tower above everything else, we have to earn our pleasures fi rst. 
Brecht is sitting in the middle of the Caesar & shows no interest in anything 
else. [Margarete Steffi  n to Walter Benjamin, end of 1937] Meanwhile, in the 
Lectures on the Philosophy of History, Hegel had named Caesar the manager 
of the world spirit [& world views are designed according to the spirit of 
harmony]. The “operative sentences” that characterise this anti-Aristotelian 
narrative. Fixed arrangements that make life easier. Futures & hunger crises 
as the incestuous cycles of money are short-circuited. Requirements for 
grandeur in the capital. It’s all Marx, but not all of Marx. When the deciphering 
of the black box exposed the endless discourses of obfuscation [the delirious 
glossolalia of the city’s democratic clubs]. The bluff  that nobody seems to 
understand as a blind source of perverted morality production. Laws can be 
used to stop everything except the profi teers [“only the most visible part 
of a malevolent being, incidentally constantly changing its appearance”]. 
Ultimately, the privileged robbers are complemented by the unprivileged. 
The immense accumulation of debt only boosts the public image. A critical 
mass of chaotic data, feel-good algorithms & amnesias / the crisis signals 
a shift of capital’s centre of gravity into circulation [J. Clover]. Feelings, 
aff ects & dispositions / the structural indiff erence of capitalist systems. The 
Catilinarian thug gangs appreciate the economic selection, the quick look 
through the victims’ chests. Or with some shock tactics: malignant infections 
& the prompting of common keywords, common slogans of the inner circle, 
which begin shortly afterwards. Sound ossifi cations, broken into unequal 
parts. Benjamin had proposed to respond to the aestheticisation of art [the 
program of neoliberal, right-wing currents] with a politicisation of art [the 
demonstration, the condensation of the precise, decisive moment within a 
fairly short unit of time]. But as we approach each other with purpose, we’re 
simultaneously moving away, since the approach is taking place under the 
wrong sign.
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[Five in the morning in Reggio Calabria]
Here they tell stories about white identities, according to which strangers 
are treated in the same way as those who just look like it. The fangs [on 
behalf of a global trust] leave their mark. Transit is always a question of origin 
[& money]. The city gets scared. The talks of the day [the butchers of the 
Senate] in the demilitarised zones fuel the fear of the unknown. Collateral 
horror, temporary border closings & push-backs. The fi rst unemployed at 
the meeting points where people sell themselves [they will no longer sleep, 
no longer catch their breath]. But each slave in line means one less job for the 
locals. Imagine blank billboards or a few fascist insignia smeared on. Dirty 
carabinieri that leave traces of corruption. Imagine burned-down buildings, 
defenceless organisms that spit blood. Hidden blows. Remnants of the body 
like signals overlooked. You’ve got to have bribed someone yourself in order 
to get bribed properly [haven’t we heard that before at the Straub/ Huillets 
cinema?] New wars are fi lling empty coff ers. Secret forms of relationships 
make you horny. Steel cages & containers, the freight papers freshly 
stamped: the fl ourishing business of the slave import companies. To create 
a clearing in this large family bond, to create a balance that has all too often 
only been talked about. The persistent contamination of poetic language by 
the daily branding iron of capitalism. As if one had ever identifi ed with one’s 
destiny, as if we were not denied the ethics to satisfy our lifestyle. It is the 
transitions, the remnants of dreams that shape our abilities, the signs of life 
thrown together.

[The 9th to the 10th Thermidor]
Equality is one exile, a rotting leg of a homeless person is another. That 
tremendously increased barbarisation. Robespierre’s shot-through jaw has 
the mob riot with happiness for 15 minutes. The hatred speaks calmly into 
the cell phone. But human nature is too weak to depict battles in detail. 
Blind objectivities & developments constituted by their disintegration.

translated by David Vichnar
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EVERY REVOLUTION IS A THROW OF DICE*

1 The story of the guy who smuggles secret messages for Pierre Goldman, 
Ulrike Meinhof & Toni Negri 

2 There’s no shibboleth that wouldn’t pass his lips, the linguistic chameleon, 
sometimes a Jew, then an anarchist 

3 From the fi rst laws of kings & prophets [also prison inmates] to the present, 
walls & barricades have been the foundation of political messages

4 He believes in poetry, but poetry is inadmissible
Besides, it doesn’t exist

5 The text is without mystery
Chaotic & delirious

6 A scene with a horse on a piano in the forest of Meudon
An aesthetic paradigm

7 The power of disappearance & the discovery of a world of post-Stalinist 
sectarians & cyborgs

8 Everything goes awry, at least that’s how I imagine it

9 A light-fl ash that splits consciousness
How do you engender chaos & master it at the same time?

10 In 1986, the Chernobyl nuclear meltdown in reactor block IV betokens the 
gradual decay of the Eastern Bloc

11 Failed again, because it never works

12 The revolutions, the revolutions

13 The Stalinist hunger-cures have whetted the appetite

14 Tatlin’s Monument to the Third International is a spiral for the liberation 
of man
A fragment from the future
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15 Savings dictate to the proletariat in order that power’s treasure chest 
shall not lose its lustre

16 In anticipation of the Third World War

17 Since pianos never move like horses

18 Manoeuvres in the nuclear zone
In which the living shed their skins

19 Ancient Carthage waged three great wars
After the fi rst nobody asked why
After the second it was still habitable
After the third a fl ickering afterimage, then nothing more

20 1980: the disappearance of the great mythical subject, the devastation of 
identity, Althusser strangles his wife, Ceausescu has meteorological reports 
faked in order to oblige the people to use less heating, the workers’ revolts in 
Gdansk [at 1 a.m. Duras calls the inquires desk in order to talk about Gdansk]

21 Lead coffi  ns & irradiated corpses poured out into concrete
The overpass of the sarcophagus

22 With his friend Sarenco, he carries a piano into the Alps, to an altitude of 
2,500 meters

23 When the pictures disappear behind the words

24 In 1981 he spends the night in Prague playing tic-tac-toe with Derrida on 
a paper handkerchief diagrammed for that purpose, the philosopher having 
been thrown into Ruzyně prison on trumped-up charges of drug-smuggling 
[evidence planted in his suitcase by the StB]

25 The unbearable sight of the third doorkeeper

26 The story of the fellow who together with his friends publishes A/traverso 
magazine 
Whose heroes are called Mayakovski & Artaud 
Experiments in the shadow of a revolution

* Jean-Marie Straub / Danièle Huillet, Toute révolution est un coup de dés.
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27 Artaud’s corpse turns dead [multiple spectral intelligences]
While his electric tongue defi es the court’s classifi cations

28 The word is not forever chained to its idea

29 They talk & talk – okay! they keep talking. They transmit signs, words, 
parts of signs, parts of words

30 The “dirty language” of Radio Alice in the Via Pratello

31 Talking is like fasting
Raving like biting

32 The drowning man wonders which hand he’s holding above the water
A clenched fi st

33 Mayakovski chalks the fi rst issue of the Revolutionary Newspaper on the 
side of a wagon
For the second edition, the text of the fi rst gets erased without hesitation

34 In 1974, the very same piano is supposed to be thrown out the window 
[2nd fl oor] of a salon in Brescia
They’re interrupted by a fascist deathsquad that kills 8 people 

35 “Carabinieri / don’t forget / we have Mayakovski / to avenge”

36 Fear has two pairs of wings
The sound of naked panic

37 In the trees, the wind moves like snakes
The camera pans to Odysseus & Carabineer Poirot wrestling on the ground. 
Carabineer Brassat kicks Odysseus in the head. Odysseus untangles himself 
from Carabineer Poirot & sits up. Carabineer Brassat points a gun at him. 
Odysseus picks his hat off  the ground & puts it on, then puts his hands up.**

38 The revolutionary dummy is poured out as foam all over the city
The street has no tongue to scream
The poet in the yellow jacket in red Bologna

39 The names are wiped off  the wall, the orders are not executed
[In 1871, 147 communards were slaughtered in front of the “Wall of the 
Federated” & buried like dead dogs]
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40 The searchlights shine on the bones
Beauty learns precision

41 The future requires a leap
A cold nail hammered into your brain

42 A band is formed in 1989 from Národní to Wenceslas Square

43 For a moment the system of isolation shatters, the space of the necropolis
The superposition of diff erent subjectivation layers
The deterritorialised streams

44 A border with its throat cut
Floating lights, mirror eff ects & double exposures

45 The Shibboleth at the checkpoints serves as a distinguishing feature
The alternation between echolalia & glossolalia
The vacancy of the present to be expressed

46 Fear has three pairs of wings
& leaves us behind

47 Theatre folk who now work as stokers, as streetsweepers
Burning archers on Hradčany

48 The next [unexpected] move throws the opponent off  balance
Didn’t Kafk a leave a rope stretched just above the ground instead of at 
head-height?

49 A Cheshire cat at the Magic Lantern where the city walls once ran
A dazzling clamour of bells & keychains each day through the squares & 
streets

50 Has a revolution without grammar ever succeeded?

51 You know, the devil is sitting in the castle
Husák’s head. A razor driven over glass.

52 Until it disappears into the corrosive entrails of Europe

** Jean-Luc Godard, Les Carabiniers.
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53 & the ideological grimace reproduces itself
A slow creaking fi re from the eyes, the voice
The metamorphosis from bacillus & syntax

54 A new sense of borders
They’ve electrifi ed us

55 The theatre as a freedom machine designed to restore life [Havel 
recognises the illusionistic structure of the modern subject & that miracles 
can be accomplished even out of a pigsty]

56 Add to your memories the fractal experience of thought
Our dreamed-of monopolies are the size of a tumour

57 The sublime sometimes occurs in catastrophic, revolutionary periods, in 
poetry’s explosive sponge

58 The theatre’s on fi re, the palaces contort in wounds
The “magic realism” poetry can’t escape 
But the absence of horror is gruesome

59 He calls it Tertullian’s paradox 
Shock becomes a habit
There are habits that require revenge

60 The residue pulsating within itself, or at least what surfaces when there’s 
nothing left

61 Capital’s phantom [a globally integrated capitalism] replaces the spectre 
of communism
Mass chaosmosis, punctured by ethnic hostility

62 Don’t let them spit in your face beyond the mirror world
Tyrant insects weave the angry prison cells: nets, insecticide

63 The fl eas in the gatekeeper’s fur collar remain unfl inching

64 Machinic interfaces & the fetishism of despot machines:
In this life or the other life / the blade with which the deadman writes over 
the sides of his casket

 translated by David Vichnar & Louis Armand
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NOTES ON THE EVENT [[LAMENTATION]]
In Greek tragedy the word is deadly-factual, 

because the body it seizes is literally killed [Hölderlin]

Without a doubt, this is the most disgusting of all the disgusting moments: 
it’s no longer enough to say: the aim is to abolish capitalist realism: or to 
hammer verses on the door of a cell like a nail in a wall when an uninhibited 
political caste authors daily humiliations, 
the remaining crumbs from the tablecloth of a staged communion trickle 
down to us /
that I must respond to such presumption will be clear to you: that they alone 
fear your exaggerations, your aff ective disorders, your abstinence: 
your passion for fl owers / barricades / dialectics, your sexual preferences: 
the laboratory of Marxist linguistics / because I subscribe neither to an order 
of principles nor to the truth of reason –

ensued the temptations of sleep & idleness, the rotations of inactivity: so that 
fi nally the last state alms are collected [[given the picture of the good citizen: 
the idiot who chooses his grave in good time]] / there’s a knife I don’t forget –

the blackened cracks on red streets can’t be overlooked, the radioactive 
fallout of soothing pronouncements – screaming with the windows open – 
understanding my intermittent depressive episodes as an economic matrix 
makes sense / before us the image of the gradually fading polar sun we stare 
at bombed metropolises, collapsing display paradises, glowing craters of 
the Mesopotamian cities [[including Eastern Ghouta & Afrin]] where those 
still left know how precarious it is not to die /
Sirens over the city that you notice only when they’re silent / impressions 
of shattering glass, imploding synapses & burned dreams in the midst of 
sentimental apparitions –
while queues form patiently at this hour / missiles hypersonic transect the 
blazing overhead sun / for a piece of bread, water, sarin & chlorine –

she crouches with knees up / bony yellow hands thrust into the black sun 
made of dust, the glowing fi re descending from the ether / pleading to bury 
Polynices’ corpse / between small sharp teeth: to colour a red word: ready to 
die the worst death, more than killing is now not possible – but he should be 
buried, the brother!
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heard enough: the scratching metallic noise, a slipped scalpel: the enlarging 
anti-terror laws: like an inverted synopsis of hell [[self-détourned]], the 
infernal machine fi nally locked /
suffi  ciently secret: Pavlensky staged a dry hunger strike under the radar of 
intervening intravenous power / – 

if you tell them it can’t go on like this: someone’ll be there to splash acid in 
your face /

a visible brutalism that doesn’t give a damn about disguising itself, & 
that you needn’t take personally just because it’s hostile to you, a global 
pandemic targeting heart, lungs, in a very specifi c way, the impaired daily 
awakening, arrhythmias, grinning cops, atrial fi brillations, pulmonary  
insults: tooth decay, contaminated priests, territorial pissing, expropriation, 
standardised desire, precariousness, hunger, trenchant borders, the rule of 
lies, the freshly torn black ends of complicated hybrids...

falls silent between two big decisions: while you discover that you’re still 
alive & hoping to escape through a narrow window of opportunity [[e.g. a 
TV commercial]] / the explosive, fragmented subjectivity that threatens to 
burst like a colossal tumour / as from an open grave : every idea has to be 
lived with the body / a squall at your back / the deviant within who surrenders 
your self-preservation: to rouse the tempest of collective cruelty

Opposing the unrestricted & hostile rule: the law
to be broken: this boldest moment in the heightening of the highest consciousness:
also to be understood as self- or identity-preservation: the ruthless
spirits haunting us: in the jealous sun as if your
head’ll explode wondering whether to tremble with fever or cold & in
a fury oppose the power that the earth in its highest consciousness
evades consciousness: the desperate struggle, the shameless, shameless 
striving at self-mastery, the feeling of burning inside: the foolish wild seeking 
for consciousness: the feeling your skin’s been peeled away 
[after Hölderlin & Meinhof]

translated David Vichnar & Louis Armand
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HERE & ELSEWHERE
It’s all a question of this or that juxtaposition of 

visual Moments, a question of intervals. 
[Dziga Vertov, Kinoks: A Revolution]

[1] HARUN FAROCKI / JEAN-LUC GODARD: WHAT IS TO BE DONE? 
Seeing means disarming the eyes at fi rst, & rearming them afterwards. 
Taking  a stand. In diff erent places at the same time. On the search for the 
ever-new tactics of combat. The immediately abrupt impatience to break 
the linearity of failure. A little glue is enough to blur a fi ngerprint. [LE VENT 
D’EST] don’t uncover all sides of things. Give yourself a margin of vagueness. 
Sergei Eisenstein’s fi lm STRIKE shows the real horror of social misery as 
documentary allegory. The suppression of a rebellion in the shooting of 1,500 
workers by means of a hallucinatory counterpoint ends: the crowd, fl eeing 
of the minions, & the cattle killed in the slaughterhouse. Later Eisenstein 
had envisaged fi lming Marx’s Capital [related to the experimental character 
of Ulysses], continuing its aesthetic-political approach in order to achieve 
a substantially revolutionary state of things. But in Moscow, he would 
have been convicted of desertion. Shot-reverse shot. There is no comfort. 
While ripping the death mask off  one’s face. Discard everything that does 
not come from the real as true. So that everything is changed. We’ve taken 
pictures, Godard will say in retrospect, turning the volume very high up. 
From one moment to the next. With the sound of splintering glass around 
us. [ICI ET AILLEURS] Before she too is slaughtered by the Bourgeois [the 
mob of order], Rosa Luxembourg writes about the Bacchanalia, which the 
bourgeoisie regularly holds upon its victims. From the perverse happiness 
of the tormentors: the whispering of the pariahs in secret. Gaps of ghastly 
proportions. Maintained by continuous police work, by the breeding of 
greenhouse roses, laws & border installations. The liquidation of the poetic 
word. Chalk circles one makes around a pair of shoes, a bicycle, a pool of 
blood [the stigmata of capitalism]. And stages a spectacle even from the 
punishment, the pictures of the face of the repression. Dispositifs of power 
at every corner: surveillance cameras & Eye scanners, concealed fi ngertips 
lofty like racial profi ling & algorithms. Sublime as fascists & cops, hand in 
hand, within circles run newly over & over again, the ring drawing tighter. 
The feeling of getting the air closed off  from you, the feeling of the eyes 
widening until the last look itself closes shut, all talking seems impossible, 
the feeling of burning inside, violence without phrase, the feeling of 
standing in fl ames, cut off , with stagnant breath, from the rest of the images 
of the world [Jan Palach on 16 January 1969]. Do not close your eyes to the 
pictures or memories thereof. The facts & contexts. [NICHT LÖSCHBARES 
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FEUER] The wild laughter of the dead. You’re close enough to hear them say: 
Take everything! To elevate thought to the height of anger, a complete self-
investment [guerrilla tactics]. While life poison twists your limbs. A pleasure 
to place the fi rst stone accurately. [IHRE ZEITUNGEN] [In the dimming you 
can hear glass breaking].

[2] CELAN 1968 VIDEO 
The full / time-yard around / a  bullet lodged in the body [in the chest to the 
right, in the cheek & in the head]: while Celan [Easter ‘68] goes through 
Mapesbury Road, somewhere between the Borough of Willesden & the 
Borough of Hampstead [the underlying soundtrack of the red trains toing 
& froing]. The revolutionary imaginary. The events take place at breakneck 
speed [Martin Luther King, THREE SHOTS AT RUDI DUTSCHKE]. The 
power’s fear of being dethroned. To see things running in a direction it 
hasn’t considered. Next to the Trotsky portrait in the courtyard of the 
Sorbonne, following the uprisings in Nanterre & Paris, an inscription in Runic 
writing: CRS = SS. The protocolled progress that swings backwards in the 
run. Brain transplants & false beards that do not grow back [Karl Marx on 
TV]. The production of diff erence [the indistinguishability of what’s “right” 
from the Kafk a’s false alarm on the night bell / soundtrack from the end of 
his A Country Doctor]. Anarchists’ barricades under Celan’s windows in the 
rue Tournefort. Painted in red on a wall: Insoumission. And on the opposite 
side, extravagant possessions. Necrotrophic fetishes of capital [in Night of 
10/11 May the sirens, the helicopters over the roofs]. The clandestine joy of 
denunciation. To stretch, even when jumping through the fi re, as the mad 
fury can never be enough. After a reading in Vaduz his friend Gherasim Luca 
asks: “And for you, what is it, this poetry?” Amidst the armed deployment 
lines, on the 21st of August Warsaw Pact troops batter the Prague Spring. 
Instead of Molotov cocktails, young Czechs throw leafl ets in Russian down 
the access hatches of the tanks. Poetry is the counterword, the word that 
breaks the wire, it is an act of freedom, thus Celan in The Meridian. On 
November 15, in a delusional state Celan attacks a neighbour & the police 
drive him off  in a psychiatric ambulance. Frozen in the back & forth between 
the fi res, he refuses to utter a word. Mute & with folded arms he’s fi nally 
compulsorily admitted in accordance with the Code de la Santé Publique of 
1838. Days later he starts hammering verses onto the door of his cell. Just as 
one hammers nails into walls.

translated by David Vichnar & Tim König
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THE LEBOVICI AFFAIR: 
PSYCHOGEOGRAPHY [ACT XVIII]

To call for the overthrow of the existing order 
May seem a terrible thing. 

But what exists is no order. 

To seek refuge in violence 
May seem evil. 

But what is constantly at work is violence 
And there is nothing special about it. 

[Bertolt Brecht]

The whole aff air [like its modus operandi] is marked by a climate of personal 
betrayal & political ambush: Gérard Lebovici [editor of the Editions Champ 
Libre, producer & friend of Guy Debord’s] in an underground car park on 
Avenue Foch, Chaillot, Porte Dauphine, with four bullets in the back of his 
head, in the front seat of his car;

Police, D.S.T. & Renseignements généraux trace a lead [a constructed 
situation?] that extends into the circles of the author of La Société du 
Spectacle; it is striking how quickly the relations between Debord & the 
media in the so-called left-wing extremist milieu of the Red Brigades, 
Action Directe or Baader & Ensslin are thickening: How the truth appears 
as a fl eeting moment of falsehood: so that falsehood continues in the midst 
of the tangle [the same again & again], crimes of the state on the side of 
the circles of power that be are approved of beforehand: something driven 
into Macron’s head like the commandment of the hour struck [give him the 
crown of his decomposed predecessors, the gruesome splendour-rags of 
the Guccis and Chanels]: the divine order to shoot, how the glass splinter in 
your eye cannot escape the sharpest of all looks

Reporters for weeks mount a stake-out under Debord’s windows & fi nally 
Paris-Match takes a meaningless snapshot: in the addition of the zero point 
[even the real is imitated so that it resembles falsehood]; starting from the 
blind spot of thought: hostage negotiations as a discourse gag [the sham 
manoeuvre], the gyrating embers of boredom, boulevards of black smoke, 
meanings far beyond social consensus & a power maintained by the police 
apparatus, with its batons upraised like gang insignia, [my worst nightmare]: 
they’re planning thirty thousand years ahead;
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amidst constant streams, dots and swirls, how far are you ready to go 
beyond what you’re permitted to do [to follow the temptations of the 
terrain; the value of the situations from 1957-72];

remember their methods of neutralisation and how they will deny what 
they themselves could most easily have accomplished [the disappearance 
of evidence, the false testimony, the torture-induced singing, political 
liquidations]; the elementary prerequisites of social infi rmity, a spreading 
putrefaction, the ever-so-easily perishable caviar heated in fl ames at Le 
Fouquet’s [Acte XVIII] & the push towards the Seine, the lively incendiary 
devices, the insurgents who attempt — completely independent of each 
other & at the same time in diff erent parts of Paris —to interrupt the fl ow of 
time [“to break up the continuum of history”], the sound of lead in the bell 
towers & my imaginary friends as blocks of black

translated by David Vichnar
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ARTAUD-THEATRE-DU-
VIEUX-COLOMBIER*.COM

The real story of Artaud-Mômo, tête-à-tête. It’s like closing a picture under the 
eyelid. Deciphering certain dispositions that are only part of a poetic fi eld 
[since poetry is always opposition]. Settlement with those who imprison 
him for 9 years in a penitentiary // of which 3 years in solitary confi nement 
// during his internment in Sotteville-lès-Rouen [October 1937 - March 1938] 
systematic attempts at intoxication [forget the 40,000 dead / / an index 
of shy skeletons // of the French psychiatric institutions during the German 
occupation]. Social vampirism, arbitrarily constructed diagnoses, electro- & 
insulin-shocks for resisting any logic that allows one to infer any structure 
from individual elements [industrial hypnosis] :: the organised, criminal 
machinations of current surveillance societies [were there no police, there 
would be no crimes / strange what they don’t talk about when they think 
they must tell us everything] :: mutations of isolated elements & their mutual 
lexical relationships. Artaud’s refusal to participate in a surrealist exhibition 
taking place in a capitalist gallery [at André Breton’s request to write a text 
for the “Exposition internationale de surréalisme”]. His predecessors in spirit 
:: Nerval, Lautréamont, Baudelaire, Lenin [sic.] / the same Lenin whom he 
exhorts in a 1937 lecture in Mexico City [L’homme contre le destin] to ignore 
the inner world of thought, those fl ickering installations of the poetic charge, 
& to operate only on the level of external facts. I loathe & despise nothing more 
than this idea of   the spectacle, of representation, that is, of virtuality, of the non-
reality attached to everything that happens & becomes visible. Schizophrenia 
manifesting as a trail of thought. The axes of circulation :: pendula above 
the heads of these idiots. It takes a whole horde of CRSs hanging around the 
streets of Notre-Dames-des-Champs, around the Porte d’Orleans, to surround 
him at a busy intersection. Finally, in the course of the lecture, he confuses his 
manuscripts [the voice is taken care of in tiny particles] & after an eternity 
[the aphasiac whose syllables come deliriously / transmission noises from the 
fi rst to the last row] he continues to prick himself in the scalp with a knife :: & 
this stitch is really the signal / still with the rest of the metamorphosis running 
through the spinal canal [Louis Guillaume, La Tour de feu 112/1971] :: the hem 
illuminated with fl uorescent dots [a gesticulating fi gure?] :: the destruction of 
established forms & boundaries, because there is nothing here but the revolt 
against the perceived paralysis through a bourgeois consciousness. Chimera-
whispers, what is the person who emerges from all that.

translated by David Vichnar

* On January 13, 1947, around 600 people gathered at the Théâtre du Vieux-Colombier [including 
Artaud’s many friends & supporters] to see the artist perform in Paris after a 9-year odyssey 
through French psychiatric clinics.
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“PORNO-THEO-COLOSSAL” 
[[AFTER PASOLINI]]

Refusal has always been an essential gesture. 
Think only of the saints, the hermits, but also of the intellectuals. 

The few who have made history were the ones who said no, 
not the courtiers or the servants of the cardinals.

[Pier Paolo Pasolini | “We are all in danger”]

I.
5:11 in the afternoon:
the feeling that the mind, the consciousness,
is to explode like an explosive device
I swear :: the simplest movements
of the body can no longer be controlled
& the gaze begins to turn around itself –
consent is a trap.

Time & space nested in each other /
 Valium Mantrax Tryptizol /
the body as a place of hell,

its inclinations & perverse dreams,
the whining Marx speaks of /

the fear that words are wrong
the stick beatings / the revenge grin

– how does violence work in a poem?

The time that escapes the brain /
while the crushed spirits
throw themselves into bright fl ames -
the boldest of all lusts / now I know
that behind the mask of the leftist fascist
there’s always a rightist fascist.

Katerina Gogou declinates Pasolini’s death
in the back row of a porn cinema in Egaleo

while she falls backwards /
pulled by an invisible hand

– any government in the world would have had Pasolini disappear /
the autopsy report drawn up by the Vatican

reminds one of the faint twitching of long-severed limbs,
the cat whose skin is peeled off .
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Hölderlin declinates the dying of Empedocles,
& throws himself blindly into the much greater fi re
of a sublime devastation :: no one can come close /
unsteady & suff ering in its ultimate cause [[the DNA of the insult]] /
a moment of verbose confused complaint /
at a time of transition when the old disappears
& gradually the new emerges /
the amount of data stored, the algorithm streams
– the limit of the imagination is just shifting.

As if it were a short-term impulse
 inhabiting the cracking of the brainshell /

outside the comfort zone, the moment
of the disintegration of his thoughts,
the irreducible coloring of the word,

– I say that as if the essence of poetry lay
not in their repetition.

In the meantime no more hieratic discourses /
you were a poet who didn’t want to write any more verses,
but dragged by the hair & trampled
the head carried through the city as a deterrent.
The story that turns to shit these days /
the brown mud running through underfoot,
a state of putrefaction. 

Most of those wanted by full-page search calls
are denounced within a few days.

The silver clamp that holds the cavernoma in your head
disconnected, betrayed you.* The light strikes

daily on you,
marks & places you.

The renunciation of these extraordinary,
carbonated passions.

* In 1972, Ulrike Meinhof’s head was x-rayed against her will after a police raid. On the X-ray 
images, the offi  cers recognize the silver clip & can thus identify it without any doubt.
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For Pasolini, Paulus wanted to take a revolutionary approach 
to the destruction of the model of society based on social inequality, 

imperialism & slavery. [Alain Badiou | “Paulus”]

II.
Tongues are defi ant, are razor sharp, birds are singing deep in the night, one
mutated bacterium / signs carried by the wax / which refuse to
appear / are Nefas, what cannot be pronounced & what under their
face appears as yellow as a dead person.

Or ideologies smashed to rubble / textures lived motionless or folded /
are surfaces of imprecise repetition / curve or combination

:: how free-fl owing fl ashes of thought appear & then go out again /
Paulus [[in Pasolini’s reading]] fi nds in Marx the construction of the future,

the ruthless criticism of everything that exists //
the body outlines sketched on the asphalt as a capitalist dummy

:: chaotic pictures on our tense retinae /
alternating [[hostile]] camps :: mobile cells are prosodic.

There’s reverence in Pasolini [[an historical affi  nity]] for Mayakovski’s 
beautiful tail /
there are certainties shied at us / the cruel ceremonies of the living /
Charon who keeps our head just above water / there’s a system for not
decipherable facial signs / a grid in which one gets caught /
& a capital that breeds a new surplus proletariat
:: meanwhile everyone’s talking about democracy but nobody’s talking 
about revolution.
                                             

Since hatred that is brought upon you / the proportion of aesthetic 
rottenness / is racial hatred, a burned eye, is the silence they’ve exchanged, 

is disinhibited
imagination, Outrage Porn, the circular cell called ‘Moby Dick’ /

Neutrality [[defi ne that!]] is not an option.

During the night shortness of breath & sweats, a burning sensation behind 
the breastbone :: Nitroglycerin & Clenbuterol / I get upset, note traumas & 
memory traces because I don’t
let go you like an ingrown nail / but everyone knows the commissioners
who had Pasolini killed: the Andreottis, the Berlusconis & Salvinis / coherence
means making enemies, distorting reality around a twist /
as if prophecy weren’t a corrupt bunch :: the image of the policeman
who urinates on the prisoner, a yellowish “cockroach” on the wall.
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It is not enough to mock reality – it must be changed. 
[Sergei Tretyakov | Faces of the avant-garde]

III.
This is a sketch about Dante. About Dantism by Peter Weiss & Pasolini. 
About Dantism by Peter Weiss & Pasolini after Fredric Jameson. About 
Dante, who was released from psychiatry into emigration & sentenced to 
death in absentia. About Weiss & Pasolini & their obsessive fi xation on the 
Divina Commedia. About insurgent workers in 1919/2019. About a factory 
owner’s act of self-extinguishment. Liberation from the shackles of the 
Capitalocene. About the black desert landscape in Teorema’s last pictures. 
About drama as poetry of action. About a dream outside of reason. The 
ethereal dark horizon & over the red of Pontormo. Inferno is the name of 
the place where we live. About the discovery of François Villon [[Pasolini 
in the mask of the French vagante & bailiff ]], the fi rst human remains, a 
corpse in tatters, the blackish eye of a delinquent near a half-crumbled wall. 
About the two policemen kneeling in front of Pasolini’s dead body. About 
their disgusting grin & the satisfaction that disfi gures their faces. About 
the statement of a Maria Teresa Lollobrigida, the fi rst to discover the dead 
poet: Look at these sons of bitches, throwing their garbage in front of our 
house [[Il Messaggero, Monday, November 3, 1975]].

Pasolini’s sketch of the planned tragedy Monument, in which the Lenin of 
1905/1917 explains his prophetic visions to the Lenin of 1968 during the 
breaks in the fi ghting in an adjacent wood [[fôret de symboles]] / in the 
background you can see Stalin standing in front of the Lenin Monument 
relieving himself. Obsessed with death, or with fi ghting it off  [[that is, 
realigning life]] / the always hallucinating eye that does not recognize itself 
:: so he says, he has in front of the photos, the wanted posters of those 
sentenced to death in absentia. Not being able to hold back tears [[As a man 
of letters who makes literature, I declare my solidarity with Potere Operaio & 
all other groupuscules of the extreme left]] / not the simple superimposition 
or the obvious forms of connection but rather a certain resistance to an 
intrusive sense or an overly one-dimensional readability :: his last book 
Trasumanar e organizzar remains largely unnoticed by the critics / because 
he writes Marxist poems? because he is a nuisance to the world? [[as he 
thinks]] & the world just doesn’t know yet? / The title of the work refers to a 
passage in the Divina Commedia [[Paradiso I, 70]] which speaks of the need 
to go beyond the mere human :: Trasumanar signifi ca per verba non si poria :: 
organizzar [[a transitive Verb]] means the organization of the transgression.
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In Patmos [[a text from the volume Trasumanar e organizzar]] Pasolini 
deals with the bombing of the Banca dell’Agricoltura in Piazza Fontana on 
December 12, 1969 [[he wrote it on the night of 13-14 December after he’d 
learned about it together with Michelangelo Antonioni & Alberto Moravia 
from TV]]. Pasolini uses a collage technique from the Neoavanguardia, 
in which he combines the apocalyptic horrors of John with a list of the 
victims, the perfi dious declarations of the politicians :: in the style of fascist 
Saturdays / the dead are called / & by means of parentheses [[stylistic device 
according to Yuri Tynyanov, author of the Dictionary of Lenin the Polemicist]] 
lists the living dead / while one drives the personages from one circle of 
hell to the next / Pasolini in Salò convicts fascism of perversion & Dante, 
who is affl  icted by depression, desperately completes his knowledge of 
pharmacology / fi gures that lead to their logical [[physical]] end :: clusters 
of fi xed intervals / tear gas & funeral procession / sources of black bubbling 
anger :: these are the new peripheries, the wasteland of the suburbs / are 
walls made of glass & numbers / constellations of the wasteland in one 
Flood of rubbish & lies. Like someone who dreams of their misfortune [...] & by 
dreaming, it would happen in a dream.

translated by David Vichnar & Louis Armand
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RIMBAUD FACTORY /1
O fairy tales greyly locked up in factories! [Georg Trakl]

I push too, what’s my business, the limits that I once conjured up,
overturning orders, rotting laws, the self-pity of nations,
the intended lull before decay blackishly ferments,
but I get through the rainfall of madness and confusion,
who showed you how to be so arrogant, against every current,
just before you lived the last ambiguity at three at night,
the cradle of my humiliation – the bird shit is clearly in your fi eld

No more spectacles, from season to season, I’m not missing anything
– oh yes, the longing for good poets with weapons in hand,
Gogou & Pasolini :: Anna Mendelssohn, Miyó Vestrini
& in the ghostly traumas I develop my devotion
of a thousand kinds of rage & fi re & confl agration,
of my soul torments ::  escape, fl ight, and migrant dreams
:: The bourgeoisie has long been globalised.

translated by David Vichnar
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RIMBAUD FACTORY / 2
“Because all citizens, if you look closely enough, 

are racists, regardless of when & where, 
regardless of which party they belong to.” 
[Pier Paolo Pasolini | Lutheran Letters]

don’t fool yourselves :: I’m an animal, I don’t belong to your breed,
stunned by the deadly splendour of the cities, the impassable routes of 
the Calais Jungle :: built in the dementias & deliria of golden
centuries of cardboard boxes & scabies & itemised coffi  n nails

ah, I saw the vermin’s scales in human form,
the white of the eyes, the great scar of bloodless nights,
on my forehead the scraping hands of artifi cial intelligences
circling around themselves/

the modes of being produced in bourgeois laboratories [the Izambardish
Principle of systemic sensitivities] as the most colossal form
of barbarism, extracts of imploding futures

:: renounce the magnetic fi elds, perverse cycles
of capital, the de profundis eclipses / the metallic
tingling poisons in our bodies /

if we were furious :: if we were devastated :: I’m afraid
we’d have nothing to say to each other

but when we passed the Fouquet’s on a Saturday afternoon,
we encountered hundreds of gilets jaunes the scent of ash & black
caviar streaming 

translated by David Vichnar

* after Steve Murphy | Rimbaud et la Commune 
Georges Izambard: “You owe a duty to society.”
Arthur Rimbaud: “Monsieur, up yours!”
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RIMBAUD FACTORY / 3 
“ANYWHERE OUT OF THE WORLD”

“Poetry must be seen as a human activity, 
as a social practice with all its contradictions 

& changeability, as conditioned & history-making. 
The diff erence is between ‘refl ecting’ & 

‘holding up the mirror.’” [Bertolt Brecht]

[i]
tired of the infi ltrated ideologues & conspirators
of hypocrisy & sentiment on Facebook &
elsewhere / crashed in the heroic time of their phrase pamphlets,
wanted posters jealously designed for the laurel,
they are trying to keep your own revolutionary legend upright /

:: as if tied to a rope for which there is no knife /

:: lonely & stretched-out between the ends of a hierarchical
order of things is not known, whether they’re simply imitating life

similar to the Peyote rite observed by Artaud in 1936 
in the Sierra Tarahumara, into which no one is initiated
unless they touch the chief’s sword
the work of the Tutuguri priests revolves around the battered soul
but without being able to cross the boundaries of the self /
no-one can be as idiotic as to want to lay down arms 
because of that

[ii]
as if there was still uncertainty about the existential problems
of our larva-existence, about the micropolitical strategy of a colonial-
capitalist regime, 
the exploitation of our lives & the very last resources
whipped-through in a hurry, panicked cover-up of the smells of putrefaction / 
as if there were still questions regarding the extent of destruction, inequality 
& injustice & those responsible for it /
is it rude to talk about it?

:: Hell, they wouldn’t have the power if they didn’t have the means to join 
forces in this mess
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:: those who’ve seen into the abyss, who’re detained in asylums, dark 
dungeons, psychiatric hospitals & police stations, are removed from the 
centers of capital so that 
the general public doesn’t come into contact with their truths /

:: while in a sea of   fl ames & smoke the insane possession
of 1% of humanity [those 1% who own more than 50% of global wealth]
falls victim to annihilation / these are the leaders of acculturation, 
the real fascists, says Pasolini

[iii]
the exercises in esotericism and occultism that ultra-fl ourish in certain 
circles of the right /
which have a primordial limitation out of which to criticise the excesses of 
capitalism  
& demand their fetched views on matters of freedom of expression in front 
of an alt-right exhibition* / the horrifi c march of right-wing Snobs in the 
corridors of a gallery in which the “International of Holocaust Deniers” & 
Breivik supporters, an opaque block of revisionists in a state of epilepsy, lick 
each other’s boots / they seem to have been living 
in the same place at the same time for over two centuries /

no, there is no occultism, no shining magic, there are only those who try or 
have tried to satisfy their little cravings on their behalf, who try to channel 
certain emotions / the faces an excavated crypt, a repetitive false alarm in 
my head, the squeaking of torn vocal cords / 
the kind of bourgeois or pseudo-revolutionary bigots & purists who have 
to stifl e & numb atmospheric disturbances of their existences, a feeling of 
emptiness in the burnt-up regions of their subconscious /

translated by David Vichnar

* the 2017 exhibition in the LD50 gallery of neo-fascist works
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NEGATIONS

NOBODY.

I can see that tricks are being used. Not everyone can aff ord that. But 
sabotage is an applied reality. Observations day & night. Page-long logs. A 
lot of work & cunning. Algorithms are no help. Border guards take a stand. 
Live out their ordinary instincts. Celan, who is drowned in the Seine. Rosa 
Luxemburg in the Landwehr Canal. Liebknecht riddled. Nothing is spilled. 
Nothing stops. The pigs need scapegoats. Who hasn’t grasped it here is 
gonna have a hard time. The word is under attack. You tell the truth without 
contradicting yourself. The capitalist mini-crisis as a vicious circle. That’s fi ne. 
The clocks go & beat. Nobody walks on water anymore. Nobody comes by.

NOT.

Everything is as it is now. And fi nally we let the dead bury their dead. Like a 
joker that slips through your fi ngers. That’s something of a hunch. If time’s 
a boundary, it ends somewhere. The fi nal snap of a bad idea. The new laws 
are a thread of reaction. And patterns of rot. What do we get to keep still? 
We make shit & then we eat it. The codifi cation of progress. A kind of social 
obsession with anaemic cruelty. Body hanging from the cross-window on a 
cable. The illegible dead cities. One gunshot wound in the neck, one in the 
temple. Finally four stitches in the heart. Shudder of sadism. 40 cm next 
to it is a pistol. Everything measured. The tape measure is red. The brazen 
display of limbic systems. The readable dead cities. Everyone is talking 
about the weather. We are not.

NO.

Excuse me for the noise as my head hits the pavement. For all the dead 
who pollute the sea. But is Athens okay? The fi lthy bandages of burst ulcers, 
the smell of the rag collectors? Athens, & so Exarchia? These are the Berlin 
directives. The bourgeois should not die like the rest. Kneel down from 
boredom. The mathematical precision of their servility. It’s time to spit 
blood. They tie your hands & feet. While they hit you in the face with the 
party book. What you learn here remains. Doesn’t get lost. Migraines & false 
illusions. The clerical fascism of their consultation hours. We stay on the line. 
Sell   us as dearly as possible. Kill our rapists. Refuse us.
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To all patrol cars: the one you’re looking for is limping. Appearance between 
a whore & a transvestite.

NEVER.

Schizophrenia is listed in your fi le as an algorithm that is updated every 30 
seconds & is 101 years old. Someone hides their despair behind their eyes. 
You read Gramsci from this position. You are the disappearance that goes 
undetected. And is laid out as bait. Every time you close your eyes, a wave 
of panic hits you on a scale from 1 to 10. You don’t let yourself calm down. 
Put thoughts into bringing cadavers to speak. Bringing dead bones to life. 
Our negative hands. In the very last course of the sun on its fl ight from the 
Ardennes to the stars burst through the night. This is as real as the prisoners 
who have been chained to the barriers of the atmosphere for centuries. Real 
like the Fusiliers of the Paris Commune. The cannibalism of the conspirateurs 
d’occasion. It is good to vomit. This natural impulse of contempt & disgust. 
You will love my ass & realise happiness when it fades.

translated by David Vichnar
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